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The Third Stage Of Truth
Created by: 7Ayreon on April 16, flags: 116, replies: 122
Released just recently to Google video on Mar 31, 
2007 - 21 min 23 sec 
This is a MUST see please send it to your friends and 
family ASAP 
(visit the thread to view linked videos)
Link to thread: ...thread278192/pg1

Too many co-incidences
Created by: Agit8dChop on April 1, flags: 98, replies: 112
People often ask for proof on ATS, which is fair 
enough. But I find people to willing to ignore the reality, 
simply because proof doesn’t exist.
“Please prove to me, that all that is happening is the 
agenda? “ 
They ask. 
They will accept nothing but video footage or signed 
presidential documents which state: 
‘’We shall trick the public, we shall lie about war, and 
we shall make money from their blood‘’ 
But be honest, could such a document or video exist? 
No matter what the reality? When you break a law, 
especially one that could have you executed, you don’t 
exactly film the proof the prosecution would need, 
would you? 
In-fact, you go out of your way to ensure that no ‘solid’ 
evidence exists. Whispers, codes, direct one to one 
dialogue; these are all things which are able to be 
denied. After all, it all comes to down to your word, 
against his, and when they are in power, who do you 
think will have the final say? 
For all his stupidity, George Bush isn’t a complete 
Muppet, and Dick Cheney is a very successful 
business man. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
So, you have to look to the co-incidences of the 
situation. 
How many co-incidental events have to occur, which 
all benefit ‘one’ party, until people turn around and go, 
“Ok, something’s not quite right here! “ 
Well, I am going to endeavour to create a list of co-
incidences from the year 1999, up until April 1st, 2007. 
I’m going to look at who’s benefited the most from 
these co-incidences, and who has had the power to 
ensure these co-incidences are never investigated. 
Contents: 
 1.
 2. The Election 
 3. The Desires of the president to be 
 4. The Tragedy 

 5. The Iraqi Threat 
 6. The Result 
 7. Conclusion 
Now, we’ve all heard of elections that weren’t quiet 
right. Zimbabwe, Russia, Ukraine.. But who would of 
thought so many questions surround the United States 
elections? 
It has been found that during the election process, at 
the crucial time, mysterious happenings occurred in 
the Florida votes. Unusually high numbers were 
recorded at the precise moment of declaration, and 
then those figures happened to vanish after. Now if 
anyone knows computers, you know how easily they 
can be manipulated. 
And when you fail to win convincingly through direct 
number tampering, well you go to plan B, murky the 
waters around the political aspects. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Above is a list of laws broken, by the republicans in 
regards to Florida voting. 
Here’s one, I hand picked to kick things off:
Public Records Law (Palm Beach) 
Destruction of computer records of 2000 Presidential 
vote " 
Have a read, Some of them are pretty specific. 
Also, 
(links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references)"DELAND, Fla., Nov. 11 - Something very 
strange happened on election night to Deborah 
Tannenbaum, a Democratic Party official in Volusia 
County. At 10 p.m., she called the county elections 
department and learned that Al Gore was leading 
George W. Bush 83,000 votes to 62,000. But when 
she checked the county's Web  site for an update half 
an hour later, she found a startling development: 
Gore's count had dropped by 16,000 votes, while an 
obscure Socialist candidate had picked up 10,000--all 
because of a single precinct with only 600 voters." 
- Washington Post Sunday , November 12, 2000 ; 
Page A22 " 
Is It just a co-incidence, this major flaw happened to 
DEDUCT votes from Gore, and GIVE votes to bush? 
This one issue alone, should of rang some major bells, 
and caused extreme investigations. Instead, what 
happened? 
I revert to the abovePublic Records Law (Palm Beach) 
Destruction of computer records of 2000 Presidential 
vote "
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
But, im willing to look at it from both sides. 
Both these case were flukes, rare anomalies that 
occurred, and for the luck of the draw, just happened 
to benefit GW Bush in winning the presidency. 
And the following well, its not really even worth 
worrying about: 
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(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"“ChoicePoint of Atlanta, was paid $4.3 million for its 
work, replacing a firm that charged $5,700 per year for 
the same service” " 
Why would you pay someone 4.3million to do a job, 
someone could of done for $5700? 
What was the end result of this mass overpayment? 
"Thousands of eligible voters were disallowed the right 
to vote in predominantly democratic regions." 
Obviously, this wasn’t a normal, run of the mill election 
campaign down in Florida. 
We’ll just over look this co-incidence. And turn to the 
next chapter 
Jerry Caufield :Worked on Bush’s Campaign trail 
during 2000/2001 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"We’d be on the campaign plane talking about 
domestic issues, and he’d change the subject and 
start rattling on about what a great evil Saddam 
Hussein was, and how if he won the election, he’d 
finish what his father failed to do.’’" 
Mickey Herskowitz: Was hired as GW’s auto-
biographer in 1999/2000 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"He was thinking about invading Iraq in 1999,” said 
author and journalist Mickey Herskowitz. “It was on his 
mind. He said to me: ‘One of the keys to being seen as 
a great leader is to be seen as a commander-in-chief.’ 
And he said, ‘My father had all this political capital built 
up  when he drove the Iraqis out of Kuwait and he 
wasted it.’ He said, ‘If I have a chance to invade….if I 
had that much capital, I’m not going to waste it. I’m 
going to get everything passed that I want to get 
passed and I’m going to have a successful 
presidency" 
John O’neil: Us treasury secretary 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"From the very beginning, there was a conviction that 
Saddam Hussein was a bad person and that he 
needed to go," O'Neill told CBS, according to excerpts 
released Saturday by the network. "For me, the notion 
of pre-emption, that the U.S. has the unilateral right to 
do whatever we decide to do, is a really huge leap. 
Suskind said O'Neill and other White House insiders 
gave him documents showing that in early 2001 the 
administration was already considering the use of 
force to oust Saddam, as well as planning for the 
aftermath.” 
There are memos," Suskind told the network. "One of 
them marked 'secret' says 'Plan for Post-Saddam 
Iraq." 
So, Is it a co-incidence, that GW and the 
administration happened to make so many mistakes, 
and end up exactly where they wanted to be? 

Or again, is this merely a fluke, an anomaly where he 
just happens to be an extremely lucky person. 
Because, from my point of view, GW and Co seem to 
be in a position to maniuplate certain events, which 
could potentially open the door to something they 
dearly wanted, Iraq. 
But ok, 1 coincidence, im willing to accept. 
2 coincidences, im willing to entertain. 
What else possibly happened that happen to give him 
what he wanted, without him involved? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
911 is one of those days, where you can ask any 
person on this planet, what they were doing, when the 
towers were hit, and they can remember with extreme 
detail. 
Myself? I was kissing my girlfriend goodbye, when my 
friend came running through the door: 
‘’ dude, dude you gotta check this out ‘’ 
He was in utter disbelief at what he had just witnessed. 
And so was I, so were 99.9% of the population. 
But, who were those .1% who looked at it and said 
‘’ About damn time ‘’ 
(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references)
North Carolina Democratic Sen. John Edwards said on 
ABC's "Good Morning America" there were three 
"enormous red flags" that should have sent alarm bells 
ringing." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice was 
warned of a possible attack on July 10, 2001 by then-
CIA Director George Tenet. 
Rice has denied that such a meeting took place, citing 
the 911 Commission Report, which never mentioned 
any such meeting. 
In a remarkable turn of events, however, records of the 
meeting between Commission members and Tenet 
counter that claim – as does a State Department log 
book – and support Woodward's assertions about the 
warnings that Rice and Ashcroft had received from the 
CIA. As reported by the San Francisco Chronicle "
•June 30, 2001 Senior Executive Intelligence Briefing 
(SEIB) entitled "bin Laden Threats Are Real" 
• June 30, 2001 Senior Executive Intelligence Briefing 
(SEIB) entitled "bin Laden Threats Are Real" 
• The threat of President Bush's assassination at the 
G-8 Summit by al Qaeda in July of 2001 – using 
aircraft to dive bomb the summit building 
• July 2001 Phoenix memo, which told of potential 
terrorists taking flight lessons 
• 52 FAA warnings – five of which mentioned al 
Qaeda's training for hijacking 
• August 6, 2001 Presidential Daily Brief entitled "bin 
Laden Determined to Strike in US" 
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• National Intelligence Estimate (NIE)entitled "Islamist 
Extremists Learn to Fly" � 
• Intelligence agency heads describing themselves 
with their "hair on fire" � to characterize the imminent 
nature of the threats they were intercepting from Al 
Qaeda and their sense of urgency in relating them to 
the Bush Administration 
• The arrest of Zacharias Moussaoui in August of 2001 
• FBI Agent Harry Samit's 70 unsuccessful attempts to 
get a FISA Warrant to examine Moussaoui's 
belongings
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"“ALEXANDRIA, Virginia (CNN) -- At Zacarias 
Moussaoui's sentencing trial, an FBI agent testified 
Tuesday about al Qaeda's training manual, what the 
FBI knew prior to 9/11 about al Qaeda operatives' 
lessons at U.S. flight schools, and missed 
opportunities to learn more.”" 
So, 
Is it a co-incidence that we happened to ‘miss’ all this 
vital intelligence, which led to a devastating event, 
which manipulated the public into following the 
president on the vitally important war in Iraq? 
Which just happens to be the very country GW wanted 
to invade before any of these co-incidences ever 
happened? 
I mean, its not that he wanted to go into Iraq was it, it 
was out of necessity from September 11.. and its just a 
coincidence he was quoted as saying BEFORE this 
happened, that Iraq was in his sites. 
Its gotta be a co-incidence. 
So far, im yet to see anything that warrants an 
investigation, do you? 
The election, the agenda before hand, and 911. 
So, this all happened, by chance, and we believed, 
honestly, that Iraq was the big bad enemy of the west, 
and it was essential to take him out above all else, so 
what did we have to justify our claims that Iraq was 
worthy of blood being spilt, economies being 
weakened and nations being terrorized? 
Iraq, will go down as one of the worst blunders in 
American foreign policy. 
Even more so than Vietnam, who woulda thought in 
the 90's that would be possible? 
This is a topic that, honestly, you just don’t know 
where to begin. 
The absolute mountain of evidence out there, the 
absolute mountain of counter-evidence, allegations, 
fraud so on and so on.. I think its perfect to start from 
the beginning, with a few sentences which, in hindsight 
were the only honest assessments of Iraq’s weapons 
programmes. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"In Cairo, on February 24 2001, Powell said: "He 
(Saddam Hussein) has not developed any significant 

capability with respect to weapons of mass 
destruction. He is unable to project conventional power 
against his neighbours."" 
"On May 15 2001, Powell went further and said that 
Saddam Hussein had not been able to "build his 
military back up  or to develop  weapons of mass 
destruction" for "the last 10 years". America, he said, 
had been successful in keeping him "in a box"." 
"Condoleezza Rice also described a weak, divided 
and militarily defenceless Iraq. "Saddam does not 
control the northern part of the country," she said. "We 
are able to keep  his arms from him. His military forces 
have not been rebuilt." " 
Even Tony Blair, himself, just prior to the invasion: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"TONY BLAIR privately conceded two weeks before 
the Iraq war that Saddam Hussein did not have any 
usable weapons of mass destruction, Robin Cook, the 
former foreign secretary, reveals today. " 
So how did we make so many mistakes? 
What is it exactly that we said, what did we accuse 
Saddam of: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Dick Cheney: Simply stated, there is no doubt that 
Saddam Hussein now has weapons of mass 
destruction. 
George W. Bush: Right now, Iraq is expanding and 
improving facilities that were used for the production of 
biological weapons. 
Ari Fleischer: If he declares he has none, then we will 
know that Saddam Hussein is once again misleading 
the world. 
George W. Bush: We know that Saddam Hussein is 
determined to keep  his weapons of mass destruction, 
is determined to make more. 
George W. Bush: We have sources that tell us that 
Saddam Hussein recently authorized Iraqi field 
commanders to use chemical weapons -- the very 
weapons the dictator tells us he does not have. 
Ari Fleisher: Well, there is no question that we have 
evidence and information that Iraq has weapons of 
mass destruction, biological and chemical 
particularly . . . all this will be made clear in the course 
of the operation, for whatever duration it takes. 
Ok, well there's a HELL of a lot of direct quotes, of just 
what the administration was telling us they knew. 
After all, and im quoting here 
"Simply stated, there is no doubt" 
"we have evidence and information that Iraq has 
weapons of mass destruction" 
No wonder the public believed him, who honestly 
would think the government would lie on such a 
tremendous level? especially when the sovereignty of 
another country was at stake? 
And just for your own interest, 
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Here's a scanned copy of the Niger documents, which 
we were 'unaware' of being fraudulent. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
How did we make so many mistakes? and end up  in 
Iraq wrongfully? 
I mean clearly, being this is all a co-incidence, GW and 
Co never, ever used faulty intelligence and 
manipulated documents to garner support for the war 
in Iraq they had wanted since before 2000. This is all 
clearly, another coincidence. 
And the fact that our German and French counter 
parts even told us so: 
"Doubt grew exponentially as France and Germany, 
with whom we have extensive intelligence sharing 
arrangements, took strong issue with your 
administration's claims about Iraq. Those two major 
allies and others have concluded that the evidence 
that Iraq is continuing to pursue new weapons of mass 
destruction is far from conclusive and that it falls far 
short of justification for starting a war." 
And when our officials were quizzed to cough up  some 
evidence: 
"When NATO ambassadors asked Wolfowitz last 
month about the evidence against Iraq, he likened it to 
pornography: "I can't define it, but I will know it when I 
see it." He did little to rehabilitate himself as super 
analyst last Thursday with his long, unpersuasive 
speech in New York."
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
But, do you want to know the most unbelievable part? 
The part that is meant to be, in no way a co-incidence? 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Interesting little company there, but after reading the 
above link 
let me get this straight. 
Dick Cheney’s Daughter is a top  official in the above 
government branch. 
Paul Wolfowitz's Saudi Girlfriend is also now a TOP 
OFFICIAL for the government branch. 
What’s the HISTORY behind this offices dealings? 
The Office of Special Plans (OSP), which worked 
alongside the Near East and South Asia (NESA) 
bureau in Feith's domain, was originally created by 
Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and Deputy 
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz to review raw information 
collected by the official U.S. intelligence agencies for 
connections between Iraqi President Saddam Hussein 
and al-Qaeda. 
Surely, this is just a mere coincidence. They honestly 
believed all the evidence that said Iraq had WMD's. 
They cant show us this evidence, and its their families 
and friends in charge of creating this evidence, but that 
doesn’t matter. Because there belief in the evidence 
had absolutely nothing to do, with GW's statement 

from 1999, that he wanted to enter Iraq if he was 
President. 
Of course, once again, this is all happening by chance. 
And up to date, there's absolutely no reason here, to 
be doubting GW, or questioning anything that has 
occurred to date. 
Its all, very co-incidental. 
The big lingering question about Iraq, that has yet to 
be answered, is 
'' where's all this evidence '' 
We were so sure, we had concrete evidence that left 
us with NO DOUBT as to Saddams WMD capabilities. 
So, what possible evidence could we of had, to 
suggest his WMD strength, when it turned out he didn’t 
have one, single weapon of mass destruction. 
But, as always, we'll just over look that question. 
Ok, So, who benefits the most from this colossal 
mistake? 
The Iraqi's? Terrorists? America? 
Well for starters, there’s the vice president. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
According to financial disclosure forms, he was paid 
from Halliburton: 
$205,298 in 2001 
$162,392 in 2002 
$178,437 in 2003 
$194,852 in 2004 
And in 2005 his stock was estimated at $8,000,000.00 
Pretty good for someone with no financial tie 
It again, just happens to be a coincidence, he's the VP, 
who pushed for war. 
His making a direct profit from the conflict is in no way, 
considered war profiteering. 
This has been detailed 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Then, theres the Terrorists 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
""If Osama believed in Christmas, this is what he'd 
want under his Christmas tree," one senior intelligence 
official told me. Another counterterrorism official 
suggests that Iraq might begin to resemble 
"Afghanistan 1996," a reference to the year that bin 
Laden seized on Afghanistan, a chaotic failed state, as 
his new base of operations." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"' The Iraq conflict, which began in March 2003, made 
"America arguably less safe now than it was on 
September 11, 2001," Batiste, who commanded the 
1st Infantry Division in Iraq in 2004-2005, told a 
hearing on the war called by U.S. Senate Democrats. 
"If we had seriously laid out and considered the full 
range of requirements for the war in Iraq, we would 
likely have taken a different course of action that would 
have maintained a clear focus on our main effort in 
Afghanistan, not fueled Islamic fundamentalism across 
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the globe, and not created more enemies than there 
were insurgents," Batiste said." 
So, what is the trade off here? 
The West here becomes less secure, and more 
hated? 
While GW gets his Iraqi wish, and VP makes millions. 
Does anyone look at this: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Then look at this: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
And feel nothing but disgust for the leaders? 
Do you really declare:Its a good thing we did what we 
did, Id hate to think of the world we'd be in now, if we 
had of engaged in Dialogue " 
Was this really all just blind luck? 
Just a long series of coincidences, that no one 
predicted or wanted, that went terribly wrong 
somewhere? 
I certainly don’t believe The Administration wanted 
things to get this out of hand, 
Well, im actually certain of it: 
Rummsfield: The way might take weeks, months, 
probably not years! 
The truth is, wether they planned this or not, they have 
lost complete control. 
Everyone warned us of this, but no one listened. 
Well, if anyone’s still here by this time. Thankyou. This 
thread took a long time, and a lot of work. 
There's thousands, upon thousands of different points 
and links I could of thrown into this, and that other 
people probably feel deserves more time than others, 
there probably right. 
In the end, we have lost a lot of good men and women 
(soldiers). 
A nation has lost hundreds of thousands of good 
citizens (Iraq) 
And a once great and powerful nation has lost all the 
worlds respect (USA) 
A lot is going to happen before this mess sorts its self 
out, A lot of people are going to pay the maximum 
price. 
But If I were a solider in Iraq, On the battlefield there's 
only one thing id want, if I were to die. 
and thats to die, knowing what led me to my death, 
instead of who fooled me to my death. 
If you still believe, everything to date happened by 
coincidence, then you my friend must of experienced 
some truly unbelievable series of events in your life. 
Because all I see, 
Is that from day -1 GWBush & Co wanted Iraq. 
And every event up  until today has led him there, and 
them some. 
The problem is, they under-estimated the Iraqi's to a 
massive respect, and have now devastated a country, 
created further Anti-US sentiment and ultimately 

changed the entire tide of the planet toward chaos, 
rather than peace. 
Was all this chaos, REALLY about one man? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
If I am to die in the war that is approaching, at least I 
can face my maker and tell him, I didn’t die a fool. I 
died defending the truth. I died fighting the US 
Government, and everything it stands for today. 
Ultimately, Clearly the US Administration has 
undertaken actions to manipulate the public, con the 
world and dupe the people into following them into 
Iraq, a quest their leaders desired from before they 
were in Office. 
They allowed 911 to occur, they used your pain to trick 
you, then they used your soldiers, to make money, to 
make a corporate piggy bank on another countries turf, 
at the cost of their blood, your blood and your future. 
They deserve to be tried for treason, and convicted for 
Crimes against Humanity, Crimes against the 
American people and for 600,000 + counts of first 
degree murder. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
[edit on 1-4-2007 by Agit8dChop] 
[edit on 1-4-2007 by Agit8dChop] 
[edit: image link] 
[edit on 1-4-2007 by 12m8keall2c]
Link to thread: ...thread275547/pg1
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Possible first earth-like plan-
et "super- Earth" found out-
side our So-lar Sys-tem
Created by: rai76 on April 24, flags: 96, replies: 200
In a finding that if confirmed could stand as a land
mark in history, astronomers have reported disco
vering the most Earth-like planet outside our Solar 
System to date: a world that may have liquid oceans 
and thus life. 
Swiss, French and Portuguese scientists found the 
body, estimated as 50 percent wider than our Earth, 
orbiting a so-called red dwarf star relatively close to 
Earth. The star is thought to harbor two other plan
ets also. 
Artist's concept of a red dwarf, a dim star that burns 
slowly and very long. (Courtesy NASA) 
The newfound exoplanet—as astronomers call 
planets around stars other than the Sun—would be 
the smallest such body ever reported. 
Nonetheless, the object is estimated to weigh as 
much as five Earths, partly thanks to its greater 
width. For the same reason, it would have more than 
twice Earth’s surface area. Historically, only large 
exoplanets lend themselves to human detection, 
though that is changing. 
Eventually astronomers will rack up  discoveries of 
dozens, maybe even hundreds of planets considered 
habitable, the astronomers said. But this one - simply 
called "c" by its discoverers when they talk among 
themselves - will go down in cosmic history as No. 1. 
[edit on 24/4/2007 by rai76]
Link to thread: ...thread279493/pg1

Very WEIRD letter! Anyone 
know what this is about?
Created by: CEDRICtheFOETUS on April 15, flags: 79, 
replies: 270
Sorry if this is posted in wrong place. 
Taken from sheffield forum 
"My boss received a very odd peice of post to his 
home... 
The envelope had shaky handwriting on, and inside 
were several A6 pieces of paper; all with the same 
thing photocopied onto them and stapled together in 
sets of 3-4 in the top right corner." 
Anyone know ahat this is and what it means? 
Thanks in advance 
Link to thread: ...thread277992/pg1

The Growing White House 
Email Conspiracy
Created by: SkepticOverlord on April 13, flags: 71, replies: 
149
We have a bona fide conspiracy of potentially far-
reaching proportions happening in the White House 
right now, and because of sensationalist coverage of 
more "juicy" news items, seems to be passing by 
largely unnoticed by the average person. 
Two items that are strong evidence of a conspiracy to 
shelter communications related to the back-room 
business of the running the White House. 
1) External Email Systems: Several White House 
staffers, some of which report directly to the president, 
used unofficial email systems and non-governmental 
computers to exchange official policy and planning 
emails. This appears to have gone on since the 
administration came into office.
2) Official White House Emails Were Deleted: The 
private systems used by the White House staffers 
were designed to automatically delete old emails every 
30 days. This is in contradiction to federal law that 
requires all official communications by White House 
staff to be securely retained. 
The headlines related to this event are nothing short of 
breath-taking... 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
In the congressional investigation of the White House's 
role in the firing of several federal prosecutors last 
year, the Justice Department has turned over reams of 
emails and memos to Congress. 
But there may be many more missing emails, it turns 
out, because many people within the White House 
have been exchanging emails on a Republican 
National Committee account using private laptop 
computers provided by the party for nearly two dozen 
employees of the president. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
In a startling new revelation, CREW has also learned 
through two confidential sources that the Executive 
Office of the President (EOP) has lost over five million 
emails generated between March 2003 and October 
2005. The White House counsel’s office was advised 
of these problems in 2005 and CREW has been told 
that the White House was given a plan of action to 
recover these emails, but to date nothing has been 
done to rectify this significant loss of records. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
The Associated Press President Bush's aides are lying 
about White House e-mails sent on a Republican 
account that might have been lost, Senate Judiciary 
Committee Chairman Patrick Leahy suggested 
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Thursday, vowing to subpoena those documents if the 
administration fails to cough them up. 
"They say they have not been preserved. I don't 
believe that!" Leahy shouted from the Senate floor. 
"You can't erase e-mails, not today. They've gone 
through too many servers," said Leahy, D-Vt. "Those 
e-mails are there, they just don't want to produce 
them. We'll subpoena them if necessary." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
A lawyer for the Republican National Committee told 
congressional staff members Thursday that the RNC is 
missing at least four years' worth of e-mail from White 
House senior adviser Karl Rove that is being sought 
as part of investigations into the Bush administration, 
according to the chairman of the House Oversight and 
Government Reform Committee. 
... 
The disclosures came as White House counsel Fred 
Fielding rejected demands for a compromise on 
providing testimony and records to Congress related to 
federal prosecutors' firings. In a letter to the heads of 
the House and Senate Judiciary committees, Fielding 
said the White House is standing firm with its "unified 
offer," which would include providing a limited set of 
documents. The White House has proposed allowing 
Rove and other aides to be interviewed privately, 
without a transcript and not under oath. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
The Associated Press But White House spokesman 
Scott Stanzel acknowledged that 22 White House 
aides have e-mail accounts sponsored by the RNC 
and that e-mails they sent may have been lost. 
Stanzel said the White House was trying to recover the 
e-mails and could not rule out that some may have 
involved the firings.The administration also is drafting 
new guidelines for aides on how to comply with the 
law. 
Leahy was not buying that. 
''E-mails don't get lost,'' Leahy insisted. ''These are just 
e-mails they don't want to bring forward.'' 
Beyond the very serious issues of using unofficial 
email servers for government business, and deleting 
those emails, is the often unspoken and potentially 
much more serious issue, one of national security. 
Emails that likely contained sensitive information about 
the operation of the White House, information about 
the office of the president, and a myriad of related 
operational and/or day-to-day business items have 
been available to individuals outside the normal 
security clearance circles of government operations. 
Clearly, there was an anticipation that these staffers 
would engage in exchanges that must not be 
discovered. The use of private computers and email 
systems indicates a premeditated intent to facilitate a 

communications method that could "disappear" if 
needed. 
Publicly held corporations face serious legal 
repercussions if they do not retain company email. 
What "corporation" is (supposed to be) more publicly 
held than the U.S. Government?
Link to thread: ...thread277686/pg1

2 Huge UFOs sighted Channel 
Islands 25/4/7
Created by: Neon Haze on April 26, flags: 70, replies: 134
This is interesting, though I have to say the Pilot Ray 
Bowyer doesn't look at all credible to me... 
What do you guys think? 
"Pilots and aircraft passengers have confirmed 
sightings of two large Unidentified Flying Objects off 
the coast of Guernsey. 
The mysterious shapes were spotted earlier in the 
week and are described as long objects that measured 
up to a mile wide. 
Radar screens picked up  some activity in the area and 
pilot witnesses are now preparing reports for the 
relevant authorities. Aurigny Pilot Ray Bowyer 
(pictured) is a professional pilot who has been flying 
for 20 years. He said: "In my years of experience I've 
never seen anything like this and frankly I'd be 
perfectly happy not to ever again. It's a pretty chilling 
thing and from my first sighting of it - it appeared to be 
fairly small but it must have been fairly huge." To see 
Mr Bowyer's diagram of the object, click to watch the 
full report, above. Email us here 
Source: (links removed, visit the thread for external 
references)
You can watch the Report here.... (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references) 
Dang.... wish someone had a camera with em..... 
My guess is Secret Military ops training... 
BTW I spotted 2 F15's on a low fly over last night... 
Isn't it illegal for them to fly over populated areas after 
10pm?? 
****Edit for Update**** 
This from BBC News... 
"A commercial airline pilot has reported seeing two 
unidentified flying objects in the sky near Guernsey. 
The bright yellow flat disc shapes, estimated to be 
twice the size of a Boeing 737, were spotted on 
Monday, 12 to 15 miles north east of the island. 
Captain Ray Bowyer was about to fly an Aurigny plane 
from Alderney to Southampton when he saw the 
objects through binoculars. 
Mr Bowyer said he was "pretty shook-up" by the 
sighting. 
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"This is not something you see every day of the week - 
it was pretty scary," he said. 
At first he thought it was the sun reflecting from 
greenhouses in Guernsey. He said the objects were 
bright like the sun, but did not hurt his eyes when he 
looked at them. 
The stationary objects were also observed by other 
aircraft and the passengers on the plane. 
Source: (links removed, visit the thread for external 
references)  
[edit on 26-4-2007 by Neon Haze]
Link to thread: ...thread279748/pg1

Vatican Official Declares 
Extraterrestrial Contact Is 
Real
Created by: Shadoww on April 20, flags: 69, replies: 461
Monsignor Corrado Balducci, a theologian member of 
the Vatican Curia (governing body), and an insider 
close to the Pope, has gone on Italian national 
television five times, including recent months, to 
proclaim that extraterrestrial contact is a real 
phenomenon. Balducci provided an analysis of 
extraterrestrials that he feels is consistent with the 
Catholic Church's understanding of theology. 
Monsignor Balducci emphasizes that extraterrestrial 
encounters "are NOT demonic, they are NOT due to 
psychological impairment, they are NOT a case of 
entity attachment, but these encounters deserve to be 
studied carefully." Since Monsignor Balducci is a 
demonology expert and consultant to the Vatican , and 
since the Catholic Church has historically demonized 
many new phenomena that were poorly understood, 
his stating that the Church does not censure these 
encounters is all the more remarkable. 
This guys story and views seems to tie in nicely with 
the disclosure project.. 
The Catholic church is modernising its doctrine to be 
able to deal with world realization of Extraterrestrials. 
Usually the Church would of kept this sort of thing 
hidden, but does this prove that a worldwide disclosure 
on Aliens and U.F.O.s is not now a possibility but a 
reality? 
Here is an enhanced image of the U.F.O. caught on 
camera above the Vatican last year. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
"The color of the object is consistant with UFO  colors 
as the UFO craft transition in energy from red to amber 
as they undergo power shifts. Rome, unlike New York 
and other brightly illuminated cities, has little light that 
could be reflected so brightly from such an apparently 
high flying object. The equalized enlargement (the 

lower one) shows the body of the craft as a black 
silhouette" 
[edit on 20-4-2007 by Shadoww]
Link to thread: ...thread278763/pg1

Federal Officials: At Least 32 
Dead After Virginia Tech 
University Shooting
Created by: Grailkeeper on April 16, flags: 58, replies: 908
Update: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
BLACKSBURG, Va. — At least 32 people are 
confirmed dead and at least another 21 are wounded 
after a shooting at Virginia Tech University Monday 
morning, federal law enforcement officials told FOX 
News. 
Campus police said there was only one shooter and 
he is now dead. They are unsure if the shooter was a 
student and it was unclear if he was shot by police or 
took his own life. 
(visit the link for the full news article) 
Original Post: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The AP reported that one person was killed and one 
wounded in a shooting at a dormitory. Another 
shooting at Norris Hall, an engineering building, 
resulted in multiple casualties, the university reported. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
[edit on 16-4-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread278115/pg1

UFO Captured on Video: New 
Witness Interviews
Created by: Dulcimer on April 2, flags: 53, replies: 178
I found this video and documentation through a local 
UFO research website that I visit. I am looking for 
opinions on the video. 
Please visit and read the documentation before 
viewing the video to get a better understanding of the 
sighting. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
The video can be found here: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Here are some still images: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Please note that is a streetlight in the bottom corner. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Here is a map of the area: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
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A fairly remote location. 
Again, I am looking for opinions on this video, I have 
not yet come to a conclusion myself. I would also like 
to thank the member Drexon for helping me with some 
research. 
Link to thread: ...thread275793/pg1

Are Cell Phones Wiping Out 
Our Bees?!
Created by: greatlakes on April 15, flags: 42, replies: 83
This headline is from the UKs The Independent 
headline concerning the disappearance of bees lately. 
Numerous threads here on ATS about the mystery of 
the bee population decline. 
CAN THIS BE PART OF THE CAUSE, OR THE MAIN 
CAUSE FOR THE DECLINE? 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Strange reductions of the bee population, quote from 
article... 
Are mobile phones wiping out our bees? 
Scientists claim radiation from handsets are to blame 
for mysterious 'colony collapse' of bees 
By Geoffrey Lean and Harriet Shawcross 
Published: 15 April 2007 
It seems like the plot of a particularly far-fetched horror 
film. But some scientists suggest that our love of the 
mobile phone could cause massive food shortages, as 
the world's harvests fail. 
They are putting forward the theory that radiation given 
off by mobile phones and other hi-tech gadgets is a 
possible answer to one of the more bizarre mysteries 
ever to happen in the natural world - the abrupt 
disappearance of the bees that pollinate crops. Late 
last week, some bee-keepers claimed that the 
phenomenon - which started in the US, then spread to 
continental Europe - was beginning to hit Britain as 
well. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
And this part is particularly alarming...! 
Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) occurs when a hive's 
inhabitants suddenly disappear, leaving only queens, 
eggs and a few immature workers, like so many apian 
Mary Celestes. The vanished bees are never found, 
but thought to die singly far from home. The parasites, 
wildlife and other bees that normally raid the honey 
and pollen left behind when a colony dies, refuse to go 
anywhere near the abandoned hives. 
The alarm was first sounded last autumn, but has now 
hit half of all American states. The West Coast is 
thought to have lost 60 per cent of its commercial bee 
population, with 70 per cent missing on the East 
Coast.
Link to thread: ...thread277959/pg1

To Show How Small and 
Insignificant We Really Are
Created by: The Undefeated on April 8, flags: 36, replies: 
182
I put these together to help  people grasp  just how vast 
and immense our 
immediate surroundings are. Do you own research 
past this scale. Our entire galaxy is but a fleck of dust 
on the cosmic scale. To suggest life doesn't exist 
elsewhere borders on absurdity. 
Instead of wasting more space with pics, go here. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread276835/pg1

Ufo over France, multiple 
vids/ Update 16MAY2007 
(additional Video)
Created by: Lane75 on April 26, flags: 35, replies: 147
I saw this on youtube today and found it interesting, 
specially the video responses, they all seem to capture 
the same object.. 
Origional:
Responses: 
Could resemble the O'Hare ufo if legit. So what do you 
guys think? ~Lane 
[edit on 5-16-2007 by Springer]
Link to thread: ...thread279815/pg1

Quantum Physics says Good-
bye to "Reality"
Created by: SpeakerofTruth on April 26, flags: 33, replies: 
201
"Quantum Physics Says Goodbye To Reality 
by Jon Cartwright 
20 April 2007 
Some physicists are uncomfortable with the idea that 
all individual quantum events are innately random. 
This is why many have proposed more complete 
theories, which suggest that events are at least 
partially governed by extra "hidden variables".
I think this is revolutionary. Quantum physics is not 
only changing the consciousness of man, it is leading 
us to a view of ourselves that the mystics of old have 
told us for eons. 
I celebrate this. 
[edit on 29-5-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread279767/pg1
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UFO: Antigravity or Coandå 
Effect man made saucers or 
aircrafts?
Created by: brotherthebig on April 3, flags: 31, replies: 225
[post #1/5] 
Hi, :cool: 
I was searching for information about the firsts jet 
planes and airplanes of unconventional forms, I used 
manly ATS, Google, You Tube and Wikipedia, and I 
started to post where in ATS what I was finding in the 
respective forums, because the information is 
immense and in different fields, some subjects had 
already been posted by other ATS members, I tried not 
to duplicate so I put thread’s references where I know 
them or found them trough search. 
This thread tries to centralize the information I found, 
and I welcome some more resources, information and 
videos on the subject. Could you help, please? :) 
I am also trying to understand better the nuclear 
bombing by USA, and maybe USSR, in the late 50´s 
(only 1958?) over Antarctica, but the information is 
difficult to find and check. 
The information I collected (a little bit long) spreads 
along the following paragraphs (and posts): 
1 - Firsts resources and references. 
2 - The Coandă Effect. 
3 - Antigravity and man made saucers. [post #2/5] 
4 - Antarctica expeditions and bases. [post #3/5] & 
[post #4/5] 
b5 – Open to discussion and contributions. [post #3/3] 
1 - Firsts resources and references. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
In my search, I noticed a strange resemblance 
between two structures, one in the Avro aircraft 
company (Canada) and other in the area of the secret 
German WWII underground facility Wenceslas mine 
(Ludwikowice/Poland), related to saucer and maybe 
antigravity projects, more details and videos in the 
thread (links removed, visit  the  thread for external 
references). What is your opinion? 
The good video “stranger than fiction the real flying 
saucers”, about man made saucers it is in the post 
“Canada/NAZI Germany/USAF and USSR saucer 
projects” belonging to the thread (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references), also with references 
to other threads here in ATS. 
2 - The Coandă Effect. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Today British company (links removed, visit  the thread 
for external references) (see the saucer video in their 
site) is (links removed, visit the  thread for external 
references) based on the (links removed, visit the 

thread for external references), named after inventor 
(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references), 
who was the firsts to discover this effect, in the 
sequence of a (links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references). 
Other types of saucers do not use the Coandă effect, 
like the one produced by today USSR company (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references), at 
least the prototype that flew was a saucer type aircraft. 
Have you knowledge of any other saucer project 
based or not on Coandă Effect ? Any from Japan? 
At least one more thread on Coandă saucers: 
.
… next [post #2/5] ...
Link to thread: ...thread276081/pg1

More Disclosure??? - U.N. 
Debate The Issue Of Making 
E.T. Contact
Created by: Shadoww on April 24, flags: 30, replies: 88
With france releasing its U.F.O  documents, Brazil also 
doing the same, Chilean Military releasing Documents 
on u.F.O.s and senior Vatican officials discussing the 
reality of E.T.s on national T.V. ..... has Disclosure 
already started... 
Has Contact already been made??? 
link 
U.N. to debate contact with extraterrestrial civilizations 
U.N. General Assembly Now Has Resolution To 
Establish United Nations Decade Of Contact & 
Diplomatic Relations With E.T.s 
For the first time in almost 27 years, the United 
Nations General Assembly will be debating the issue 
of establishing diplomatic relations with advanced 
Extraterrestrial Civilizations that may now be visiting 
Earth. 
On December 16, 2005, a Resolution to establish a 
United Nations Decade of Contact was formally 
transmitted to the incoming President of the General 
Assembly, H.E. Jan Eliasson of Sweden by the 
Institute for Cooperation in Space (ICIS), a Non-
Governmental Organization. President Eliasson was 
Sweden's Ambassador to the United Nations from 
2000 to 2005.
Link to thread: ...thread279397/pg1
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Internet radio dealt severe 
blow as Copyright Board 
rejects appeal
Created by: SkepticOverlord on April 17, flags: 29, replies: 
51
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
"A panel of judges at the Copyright Royalty Board has 
denied a request from the NPR and a number of other 
webcasters to reconsider a March ruling that would 
force Internet radio services to pay crippling royalties. 
The panel's ruling reaffirmed the original CRB  decision 
in every respect, with the exception of how the 
royalties will be calculated. Instead of charging a 
royalty for each time a song is heard by a listener 
online, Internet broadcasters will be able pay royalties 
based on average..."(visit the link for the full news 
article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread278241/pg1

4th Generation MicroNukes 
Used on WTC1,2 and 7
Created by: XR500Final on April 29, flags: 28, replies: 347
Dr Bill Deagle a NWO former insider involved in many 
above government projects has claimed on his 
nutrimedical show that 4th generation micronukes 
were employed with Thermate to bring down WTC1 
and 2. 
He surmises that no amount of Thermate would have 
created the enormous temperatures of 1500F in the 
rubble pile as found by rescue workers. 
Video of Molten Metal Pools found weeks after the 
destruction of the building can be watched here :
According to his research the detonation of a 4th 
Generation Micro-Nuke generates a nano-pulse of 
heat at approximately 4 million degrees centigrade. 
This heat pulse was strong enough to turn the support 
columns to dust, and was able to cause cars to catch 
on fire at a distance. Not only this but he has stated 
that his high level NSA contacts have informed him 
that it was a sub-contract job  employing the usage of 
Russian GRU agents, and Mossad Nuclear 
Technicians. Apparently they are all part of the high-
level cult. 
Many pictures of the cars burning at a distance can be 
viewed here: 

(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Or here (in case the links 'disappear') 
This site thinks its 'Space Beam Weapons' which is a 
nice way to discredit the real reason. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
His program can be listened to at : (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references) 
Archives of his show are available at (links removed, 
visit the thread for external references) 
A 3 hour special he did for the Granada forum is 
available online at (links removed, visit the thread for 
external references) 
Related topics in the 3 hr special Black Mantra, Aurora 
Aircraft, Underground Cities, Quantum Computing Grid 
Array (Cray 5 Supercomputers), Ultraviolet Fiber 
Optics, Helium 3 Mining on the Moon, the coming 2 
billion bird flu hit, and much more. 
[edit on 29-4-2007 by XR500Final]
Link to thread: ...thread280182/pg1

The "Game" Of Our World 
Wide Current Situation. 
Explained.
Created by: markjaxson on April 1, flags: 27, replies: 63
This is the reality of what is happening in our current 
situation. 
There are 3 types of human citizens that currently 
reside on planet earth. 
The Sheep. 
The Goat. 
The Bull. 
The Sheep.(Brainwashed citizen,human robot, can 
come across as very intelligent but dont let it decieve 
you.) 
This person can be described as the average man/
woman, who has grown up  believing almost everything 
they have been taught and without questioning 
anything,these type of people can be found almost 
anywhere for example, a television presenter,an 
actor,news reporter,footballer,the barman,your best 
friend etc . 
The sheep  can be considered an extreme skeptic who 
simply cannot accept anything that goes against any 
mainstream science and will argue and provide 
evidence dismissing almost any claim and they will do 
this repeatedly, and that if evidence was provided to 
show the sheep  that they were actually wrong they will 
resort to denial. 
No matter how much evidence or coincidences are 
provided to this person they simply cannot accept 
anything other than what they have been programmed 
to. 
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Here are some symptoms. 
- Has an obsession with "Evidence". 
- Extremely skeptical towards any event or idea that 
simply goes against what they have been taught. 
- They have an INTENSE urge to prove you wrong no 
matter how much information you provide them. 
- Doesnt understand what an opinion is and shows this 
by asking for evidence. 
- They truly believe that their government actually care 
about their well being, want peace for the world and 
their country and to give us a better life. 
- These people are the majority mainly living in built up 
areas in westernized countries. 
- They will believe the media and or mainstream 
internet sources that are unknowingly owned by those 
in control. 
- They may have lost their ability of creative 
thought,pattern recognition and have lost the ability to 
actually think for themselves. 
- They might tell you to stop  reading obscene 
stuff...and get a life. 
- They are oblivious as to what the world is heading 
towards. 
Here are some tips to avoid getting angry with this 
person. 
- DO NOT ATTEMPT TO  PROVE ANYTHING  to this 
person as they have an inbuilt self defense 
mechanism that is quite intelligent and reacts with fear, 
they know that any event or idea that is out of the 
ordinary can be dismissed by mainstream science and 
or opinions of people in high positions of power, 
therefore they will search the web  for information 
which dismisses the event or idea without any true 
thinking of their own. 
- Dont stay in conflict with this person as they thrive 
and feed off your emotional outbursts, they thrive on 
calling you insane and sometimes will even use a 
medical label such as "Schitzophrenic" but not always 
limited to that word,they also like to use the word 
"Paranoid" and "CT's" sometimes, if they use that little 
imagination they have left they will add them together 
and call you a "Paranoid Conspiracy Theorist",they 
enjoy calling people these sort of names as it makes 
them feel like a normal person. 
- Do not under any circumstances engage in any type 
of keyboard warfare with this person, simply ignore 
them as they are programmed in a certain way that 
has taken many generations to develop  and is almost 
fool proof. 
The Goat. (Previously brainwashed citizen,has started 
or has been searching for the truth ) 
This person was previously a fully brainwashed citizen, 
an event may have happened in this persons life that 
has rang an inner alarm and has started questioning or 
has been questioning his life and the world around 

him. This person has started or has been using his 
own intuition and realised that what he has been 
brought up to believe is not the whole truth and is on a 
mission to find out the truth. This person can 
sometimes be in conflict with his or herself. 
For example. 
They realise that some ideas and events that they 
previously thought to be true like "The official 9-11 
story" " Non Existence of ufos's" etc are actually not 
the truth and will start adding up  all the proof and they 
become involved in the world famous group  called 
"Crazy Conspiracy Theorist". 
Some have a tendency or an urge to try and get 
definate physical evidence so they can truly believe 
that there is a conspiracy going on, they will attempt to 
convince friends or other people on the internet, 
without these people we wouldnt be where we are 
now. 
This is the hardest part to overcome, fear can make 
them afraid of what people are going to think of them if 
they believe in all the conspiracies that they know 
deep  down are true, and they are afraid of being 
labelled "Paranoid","Insane" or afraid of delving into 
the unknown. 
Sometimes these people will stay in conflict with 
themselves and others for many years, they cant 
decide which direction to go and this can cause the 
mind to become confused. 
The tips for this person is, "trust yourself", you do not 
need physical evidence for what you already know is 
the truth,you may never find it and by the time you do 
the game will already have evolved to the next 
level,dont let yourself be stranded at this level, you 
need to work out the bigger picture. 
Some goats are specialized also and are helping 
others bridge so they can evolve. 
The goat can also believe in certain conspiracies but 
will not beyond any circumstances get past this level 
as it is not yet there time, everyone is unfolding in their 
own time. 
T h e B u l l . ( T h e P a r a n o i d C o n s p i r a c y 
Theorist,schitzophrenic,insane etc Alex Jones,Rosie 
O-Donnel is a good example) 
This is the person that has trusted him/herself and has 
been able to piece all the parts of the puzzle together. 
They understand mankinds history and present time 
events all tie in together, they understand what is 
happening now and know it has been clearly planned 
for many generations,they do not care if anyone labels 
them a medical term and realises that any science that 
we currently know and been led to believe is not a 
scratch on the surface of what is truly possible and 
known by the powers that be. 
They understand the importance of certain 
myths,synchronicities,probabilities,why certain events 
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happen,history,politics,co-incidences, make sense 
somehow. 
This person realises that there is something much 
bigger going on in our world, they 100% believe in 
ufo's,teleportation,time-travel,psychic warfare etc. 
The person usually specializes in a certain area, they 
understand the bigger picture but they specialize in 
one of these areas. They are feeling anxious at the 
moment because they know that bigger things are 
about to happen. 
They have an intense urge or desire to spread the 
truth to the world and this may at times come across 
as desperate or angry/crazy, totally illogical to some 
people, but its actually urgency and passion for our 
fellow humans to WAKE UP! 
There is also a group i would like to tell you about. 
The Shepherd (Expert of the human and material 
world,been around for hundreds of years) 
The group  that has planned all that is happening and 
knows how to control "The Sheep" perfectly,they even 
know how to mis-direct the goats and bulls. 
"They" have covered all bases so watch out. 
To stay ahead of the game DO NOT waste your time 
trying to convince "The Sheep". 
(The people who still want evidence for almost 
anything,there is no way to convince these people so 
be careful wasting your energy,do not debate with 
them about any current or old news as this is a tactic 
deployed by "The Group" to keep you from advancing) 
Just provide all the information and all the links and 
connections then let everyone decide for themselves. 
Stay ahead of the game, if your a goat go and seek 
out the information towards the bigger picture if your a 
bull try to provide information for the goat but also try 
to work out whats next for you. 
Provide your information for the masses but do not try 
to prove anything to The Sheep. 
[edit on 1-4-2007 by markjaxson]
Link to thread: ...thread275629/pg1

New picture of two huge 
weird structures on the moon
Created by: Acharya on April 4, flags: 27, replies: 167
A NASA picture from the moon has surfaced that 
shows two massive structures on the moon; I mean 
those things are just huge. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Larger version of the picture is here: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
From the grids on the picture I would say that they are 
from one of the Apollo missions. 
Decide for youself if you believe they are real or not, 
obvously anything can be faked today with a home 

computer. If you dont believe its real then dont blame 
me, I'm just putting the info out there ;) 
[edit on 4-4-2007 by Acharya]
Link to thread: ...thread276102/pg1

Are you prepared to dine 
upon your neighbors?
Created by: bprintz1 on April 10, flags: 26, replies: 98
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"EDITORS: Bees dying world wide may be THE story 
of the End Times. It should be promoted constantly for 
a while. A call to action. 
I do not believe I'm exaggerating. You decide."(visit the 
link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread277160/pg1

Manifest Production 
Observership of a Light 
Encoded Reality Matrix.
Created by: Gridkeeper on April 18, flags: 26, replies: 76
THE MANIFEST LERM MODULES - HERE IS THE 
LINK - 3 PAGES HAVE ALREADY BEEN REMOVED 
BY TPTB!!! 
This is the original website where the LERM 
documents were published for PUBLIC VIEW. 
Original website( the lerm essays have been removed) 
To prove this I am posting the original link below, they 
will take you to a 404 error page where the documents 
were first placed. 
Original link to essay 1: 
Original link to essay 2: 
Original link to essay 3: 
The cached pages still work so if you don’t have a 
copy of these documents then now is the time to get 
them. These documents were placed on this site by 
the scientists which developed them, you are not 
breaking any rules by doing this. 
Cached pages below: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
All the best, GK. 
Mod Edit: Fixed the links. 
[edit on 18-4-2007 by TheBandit795]
Link to thread: ...thread278427/pg1
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Masonic Rocks?
Created by: 187specialist on April 9, flags: 25, replies: 45
Hello to all, 
I just joined this site because I have a few questions 
concerning the masons in early north america. Let me 
start from the beginning. 
I met my wife in 1997 and her family had some 
interesting artifacts in their possesion when I met her 
that to this day baffle me.The artifacts in question are 
several small rocks that were stone but looked like 
masonic emblems that were obviously a necklacve of 
some kind.There was the head of john the baptist , an 
upside down V with a backwards G  carved on it, a 
right angle,a star of david and one or two more that I 
cant remember right now.Also the rocks appear to 
have chunks of white stuff in them and the rocks are 
grey and for their size feel very light almost like lava 
rock but more solid. 
Now I have been into conspiracy theories my whole 
life I am 33 now and the rocks werent that strange until 
I heard how the family came to own them. The story 
goes that in the early 1830's in Dover TN. my wifes 
family was building their house and were one of the 
first families in the area to their knowledge. Now the 
weird part,while clearing a field for farming they 
uprooted a very large tree and under this tree in the 
root system they found a stone box. They tried to find 
a way to open this box but the ended up  breaking the 
box open with a sledgehammer and inside they found 
the rocks I have described. 
The story goes that the tree was over 100 yrs old 
when they found it so that means that someone was a 
mason in Dover tn. before the united states was even 
formed.Of course they thought this was a bad omen
(being rednecks) and that nobody wanted these rocks 
found or they would not have planted a tree where 
they buried them.Her family has had these rocks over 
170 years and to my knowledge they never found out 
their meaning or use. My wife told me that her mother 
found a man who specialized in masonic history and 
she took the rocks to him to be evaluated but when 
she showed them the rocks they asked her to take the 
rocks and leave?? 
Strange I thought but all of this is being told to me I 
dont know for a fact the origins of these rocks. I have 
searched for over 5 years for a mason who might 
know something of old rituals that might have used 
these but I could find nothing.Does anybody know 
anything about these NO  BS PLEASE. I am at work 
atm and I am going to take some pics of thes rocks 
and post them tonight.Please post anything you might 
think could help identify these.
Mod Edit: CAP title and format 
Link to thread: ...thread276964/pg1

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
AboveTopSecret.com
Created by: UM_Gazz on April 9, flags: 25, replies: 36
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"New York, NY - April 9th, 2007 - AboveTopSecret.com 
(ATS), an increasingly popular Web site community 
and social network dedicated to provocative 
"alternative topics," announced it has achieved more 
than three million posts of user-generated content on 
April 8th, 2007. 
"Our 3 millionth message is an exciting affirmation of 
our community, our intelligent members, and our 
dedicated staff. And it's event sweeter since this 
occurred during our Tenth Anniversary Celebration" 
said Partner and Community Director Bill Irvine. "Our 
members have created a massive and deeply 
interesting, if not addictive, body of user-generated 
content that is a wide-open source of superior 
research, scintillating ideas, and dazzling speculation" 
added Irvine. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 9-4-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread277052/pg1

Is John Lear Spreading 
Disinfo?
Created by: Xeros on April 28, flags: 25, replies: 696
First off, I'm not saying that Mr Lear is, I'm just raising 
a question which I feel needs to be asked. No 
disrespect intended John. 
If there was one person who would be flying these 
"UFOs", if indeed they are US government property, 
Mr Lear would have probably done so. 
It begs the question: "Why all the really bizarre claims 
or thoughts by John?" Could this be the perfect shill? 
Feel free to add your response John, as this is not a 
personal attack in any way, and I hope you can see 
the angle that I'm coming from.:up: 
Anyway..... What do people think about this possibility? 
[edit on 28-4-2007 by Xeros]
Link to thread: ...thread280077/pg1
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Forest on Mars !?!?
Created by: blue bird on April 7, flags: 24, replies: 1168
What is this? 
Is it a forest on Mars!? 
*** photo taken by MOC (Mars Orbiter Camera), a 
satellite for photographical mapping of Mars that, at 
latitude -82.02°, longitude 284.38° (near to the Martian 
south pole) has "filmed something totally incredible, 
but still neglected: it's some form of vegetation on 
Mars." 
Look for yourself! 
((( tis is View full-size image, processed but NOT map-
projected 
(lossless GIF, best quality, slow download))) 
*
((( great analysis by M. Elviro with enlarged images ))) 
*
Link to thread: ...thread276718/pg1

Now Britain is to release UFO 
files
Created by: IsaacKoi on April 29, flags: 24, replies: 48
As many of you are aware, France recently made a 
mass of UFO  files available. See the thread I started 
on this a few weeks ago at the link below:
Now, Dr Dave Clarke has announced that he received 
a letter from the British Ministry of Defence last month 
indicating that the MoD has similar plans.See:Dr Dave 
Clarke has said: 
Britain's Ministry of Defence are to publish their secret 
archive of UFO  reports to dispel claims they have 
been hiding knowledge of alien visitors to the UK. ... 
Although the MoD claim no UFO report has ever been 
judged to be of defence significance, a small number 
were subjected to detailed investigations by the RAF 
and DI55. The nature of these investigations, and their 
findings, have until recently been a closely guarded 
secret. During the same thirty year period covered by 
the French UFO project, more than 7,000 UFO reports 
were collected by DI55 whose precise role and 
responsibilities the British Government refuse to 
discuss. Until recently it was feared all 24 of DI55's 
UFO files could be destroyed as they had been 
exposed during storage to deadly asbestos dust along 
with 63,000 other 'sensitive' intelligence files from the 
Cold War. But at the end of a £3 million publicly-
funded project all the contaminated papers have been 
saved and are scanned onto CD roms. 
A decision was taken earlier this year to make the 
UFO archive a priority for release via the MoD's 
website which already hosts the papers on the 

Rendlesham Forest incident and the Condign report. 
The first electronic scans of the UFO  files, which begin 
in the mid-1970s, will be added to the website later this 
year. The DI55 archive contains numerous reports by 
service personnel including RAF and Royal Navy pilots 
and by civilian aircrew. They also include the material 
used by the author of the Condign report who 
analysed more than 3,000 UFO  reports collected by 
the MoD during the ten years 1987-97."
Dr Clarke is a British researcher that teaches 
journalism at Sheffield Hallam University and folklore 
at Sheffield University. He recently co-authored a new 
book called "Flying Saucerers: A social history of 
Ufology". See: 
The Condign Report mentioned by Dr Clarke was 
released by the MoD during May 2006 and is available 
online on the MoD website at:
My comments on the Condign Report can be found on 
the UFO Updates website at the the link below: 
Kind Regards, 
Isaac Koi 
[edit on 29-4-2007 by IsaacKoi]
Link to thread: ...thread280222/pg1

Researchers explore 
scrapping Internet
Created by: UM_Gazz on April 14, flags: 23, replies: 117
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"NEW YORK - Although it has already taken nearly 
four decades to get this far in building the Internet, 
some university researchers with the federal 
government's blessing want to scrap  all that and start 
over. 
The idea may seem unthinkable, even absurd, but 
many believe a "clean slate" approach is the only way 
to truly address security, mobility and other challenges 
that have cropped up  since UCLA professor Leonard 
Kleinrock helped supervise the first exchange of 
meaningless test data between two machines on Sept. 
2, 1969. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread277855/pg1
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NASA UFO Anomaly Video from 
International SPACE STATION 
(ISS)
Created by: greatlakes on April 19, flags: 23, replies: 63
What is this Anomaly? 
This video was sent to me recently by a friend who did 
the original video capture. The video capture is from 
NASA TV and is of the International Space Station 
(ISS). Timeframe of footage I believe to be 4-18-07. 
I just uploaded this to Youtube for my friend and did 
not perform the vid capture... 
So about the video, the anomaly in question appears 
starting :47 and is in the lower right corner of the 
video. Is is bluish whitish in color. I am NOT referring 
to the part of the ISS module that is visible in the 
frame, also lower right side. 
NOTE: the VIDEO IS DARK FROM 00:00 to about :20. 
You want to expand the video by going to the youtube 
link directly to see the small anomaly in the lower right 
side of the video. 
The bluish whitish anomaly appears to be stationary, 
not moving in relation to the Earth. Note that the ISS is 
also in a circular orbit, not geosynchronous orbit. 
So what is this anomaly, a reflection from the ISS? A 
camera artifact? A satellite or debris outside the 
module? 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Here's the video: 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
You want to expand the video by going to the youtube 
link directly to see the small anomaly in the lower right 
side of the video. 
Full Link:
Link to thread: ...thread278687/pg1

Apr23-27 4 days of 
"simulated" nuke attacks on 
US and EU
Created by: omega1 on April 23, flags: 22, replies: 57
I pray this will not be another 7/7. 
Apparently on 9/11 they ran a plane crash into 
pentagon drill as well... 
Here is the link...please read.... 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Dick Cheney has been talking about the possiblity of a 
nuke attack for a few weeks now. 
God help us all...
Link to thread: ...thread279236/pg1

ATS Poll: 9/11 Conspiracy vs 
9/11 Story
Created by: tyranny22 on April 28, flags: 21, replies: 79
We've all heard percentages of people who believe 
there was more behind the events of Spetember 11th 
than what the government is willing to release, but how 
do these statistics come about? 
Does someone call 100 random people on the phone 
and ask their opinion? Do they stop  100 people on the 
street? Who knows? 
What I'd like to know is how many people on ATS 
believe there was a conspiracy behind the 9/11 attacks 
and how many think there is no more to the story than 
we already know. 
I'm going to conduct a poll. I'll continue to edit this 
entry so everyone can view this page and get the 
results as I calculate and re-post. The best thing about 
this poll is that the ballots cannot be faked. Eveyone 
can view the votes for themselves. 
A simple "Yes" for Conspiracy and a "No" for No 
Conspiracy will suffice. Remeber to flag this thread so 
that it will make it up  to the Threads Homepage and 
we can get some real numbers up here. 
VOTES: 
YES: 
NO: 
Conspiracy %= 
No Conspiracy %= 
I'm logging off tonight ... I'll do the first calculations 
tomarro morning. 
'night
Link to thread: ...thread280046/pg1

ATS Email Special: Capitalism 
Endgame
Created by: polanksi on April 30, flags: 21, replies: 33
ATS Special: Capitalism Endgame 
Email Newsletter Special Feature 
April 30, 2007 
By ATS Member "polanksi" 
"The American lifestyle is non-negotiable" Pres. Bush I 
& II 
Are the power elite 'conspiring' to promote their good 
fortune at the expense of the working class? At first 
glimpse that statement appears fraught with 'wild eyed 
conspiracy theory'. There would be many who would 
say that it would involve too many people and thus 
highly unlikely. But how many people would have to 
know? What if those in power benefited from the 
policies and laws made to favor them, but were not 
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aware that there was a very specific conspiracy to 
achieve total economic pre-eminence of the governing 
elite. It would be difficult to prove the existence of such 
a cabal, they would cover their tracks. They would 
practice to deceive, prevaricate, bully, lie and use the 
'system' to protect and preserve their 'rights.' They 
would hope to co-opt the middle class by trying to 
convince them it is in their best interest as well. The 
evidence would be 'erased', made to disappear and it 
would indeed be difficult to find any hard proof. But 
there is a legal precedence in such cases when hard 
evidence is lacking and that is a preponderance of 
evidence. When one sees example after example of 
how the game has been rigged to benefit the few at 
the expense of the many one must wonder. This 
edifice that provides and protects the elite certainly did 
not arise overnight. It has incrementally been built up 
over the years. Like the formation of a pearl it has 
slowly been added to and like that pearl it is now ripe 
to be harvested and worn proudly and legitimately by 
the best and the brightest. 
One layer of this anti-working class edifice is what is 
called universal default. It allows credit card 
companies to raise your interest rate if you pay some 
other loan late. Of course you should be punished if 
you are late with a payment, but what does being late 
with a car payment have to do with your credit card? 
Without ever missing a payment or going over your 
limit on your credit card your interest rate can be 
increased to the limit. Clearly you have proved to be a 
greater risk that expected. You are a scofflaw and 
should be penalized or so someone thinks. It's not 
really logic. Logic would dictate that you may have 
mistakenly missed a payment deadline or perhaps you 
did not have enough money to pay all your bills that 
were due. You did, however, pay your credit card bill 
and yet your rate is going up. This policy targets the 
blue collar workers and benefits the financial 
institutions. It defies logic but perhaps there is an 
underlying coherence. It redistributes money up  from 
those who can least afford it to those who least need 
it. 
Next we have the newly renovated (links removed,  visit 
the thread for external references). They have been 
revised to make sure that those with rather serious 
money problems are not let off the hook. The new 
bankruptcy laws have been designed to make it more 
difficult for the consumer to get a so called 'fresh' start. 
In short filing a Chapter 7 bankruptcy allows many 
people to pay off a portion of their debt and cancel the 
rest. There are strict rules that apply regarding assets 
that qualify for liquidation, but the filer normally is not 
allowed to keep  much beyond necessities. It has now 
been made much more difficult and expensive to 
declare bankruptcy. Lawyers are being held to a higher 

standard as well, thus there is less gray area involved 
in the proceedings. Bottom line is it is more difficult for 
the little guy to get out from under their debt. It is still 
relatively easy for Corporations to go bankrupt and 
eliminate their debt, however. Although there appears 
to be a pattern here it could still be just a coincidence. 
Next let's look at (links removed, visit the thread for 
external references). As reported in the New York Times 
the wealthy benefited most from the Bush 
administration tax cuts. The average tax reduction for 
a mid range income, $56,200 was $1,180. This is 
nothing to scoff at but it is very misleading. Those 
families with incomes in the $1.25 million range 
received tax cuts of $58,000. In effect the tax cut was 
regressive those at the middle received a smaller 
percentage tax break. As stated in the article, "tax cuts 
reduced rates for people at every level; they offered 
the biggest benefits by far to people at the top." There 
seems to be mounting evidence that there is some 
collusion or conspiracy to enrich the wealthy at the 
expense of the struggling middle, but clearly more 
evidence would be needed to prove the case. 
There has been much said about the widening gap 
between the wealthiest Americans and their poorer 
counterparts. Not too long ago the United States 
replaced France as the industrial country with the 
widest income gap  and recently that gap  has 
continued to grow. As Janine Jackson says in her 
article (links removed, visit the thread for external 
references) "Wages and income for average workers, 
adjusted for inflation, are down in recent years, -- The 
Poverty rate is rising, as is the number of people in 
debt." That this is taking place at the same time that a 
seeming upsurge in the economy is, is rather vexing. 
Perhaps the 'trickle down' effect has just not had time 
to run its course. 
A (links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
gives information about the widening compensation 
gap  between the highest paid CEO's and the average 
worker. It points out that not only do the best paid 
employees get paid significantly more but, the percent 
of their raises is higher as well, thus constantly 
increasing the pay differential. In fact, the rich do 
continue to get richer and the middle and poor keep 
falling farther behind. 
"An analysis of securities filings showed that CEO 
salaries rose 12 percent in 2004 compared with 
average raises of 3.6 percent for rank-and-file workers, 
further widening the world's largest gaps between 
executive and labor pay." 
Surely if this is not by design it would be rectified, but it 
has not been and the CEO's have circled the wagons 
to protect their right to exorbitant wages. 
Another thread to this web of complicity is war, war in 
general and The War on Terror specifically. War calls 
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on the middle and lower classes to make the biggest 
sacrifices. The corporate leaders and politicians plan 
and execute wars and benefit greatly from the sale of 
war goods and owning stock in those corporations, but 
the middle and lower classes are called on to make 
the supreme sacrifice in the name of patriotism. While 
paying lip  service to the soldiers in the field and 
decorating the 'heroes' who protect the motherland 
with the other hand they are busy trying to reduce 
medical benefits, save money on armor plating and 
failing to maintain hospitals in good condition. The 
actions of our politicians speak volumes. Be good 
patriots and don't ask questions. Contracting for armor 
plating is a prime example. A pentagon report said that 
as much as 80% of the fatalities to our troops could 
have been avoided with adequate body armor. Are 
they thinning the herd? With the high birth rates of 
minorities and the poor it would indeed take a long war 
to effectively offset those statistics. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Last summer the government (links removed, visit the 
thread for external references). This is a benefit derived 
from collective bargaining and would certainly seem to 
have the force of law, but the US government allowed 
United to drop the pension plan. They were let of the 
hook, would the government be as understanding if it 
were you or I who had defaulted on a contractual 
agreement? 
The pension was taken over by the (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references). There are some 
important considerations when the PBGC takes over a 
corporation's pension plan. They do not cover health 
benefits, lump-sum death benefits, or disability 
benefits claimed after the PBGC takeover. Those are 
some major concerns and would especially burden 
those who didn't have the savings or resources to pay 
for those necessities. It appears that those provisions 
would place an inordinate burden on the middle class 
or poorer workers. Is there a well established bias 
favoring the wealthier over the less well off? 
This is by no means a comprehensive list of the 
numerous authorized slights to the middle/working 
class. Can this 'agenda' be passed off as a mere 
coincidence? If a class is systematically favored or 
legally diminished as the case with the middle and 
lower classes have been can it just be happenstance? 
How this has come to be accepted is quite a different 
topic and not the point of this discourse but it again 
brings up  the systematic use of the legal system. One 
part of that edifice is deregulation of the media that 
has significantly narrowed the scope of opinions 
expressed in the mainstream media. Has the majority 
been lulled into a false sense of security? Have we 
gradually been desensitized to the removal of our 
former rights? Have we somehow accepted the fact 

that the wealthy should rule and that depending on 
their benevolence is the proper order? Ladies and 
gentlemen of the jury is this 'system' that has built up 
over the years just a random collection of laws, 
regulations, and customs that just happen to favor the 
wealthiest at the expense of the rest. Could it just have 
happened coincidentally over the years? I would 
submit not. There is a plan. There is a preponderance 
of evidence that supports the existence of such a plan. 
There is puppet master(s) and because the wealthy 
and powerful benefit they are willing to go along with 
the dismantling of our democratic system without a 
conscious understanding of who the 'wizard' behind 
the curtain is or of his (their) ultimate goal. It is not a 
coincidence! 
[Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread280349/pg1

The Dirty Little Billion Dollar 
Secret
Created by: NGC2736 on April 26, flags: 20, replies: 62
It's a dirty little secret that's all over America. And it's 
got a lot of money involved, more even than I put in 
the tittle. It's costing us $600 dollars per SECOND.(ref 
1) And that's just what the Feds are spending. On 
state and local levels, who knows? And the sad part is 
that these are 2003 statistics. And we're getting 
nothing in return! 
Did you guess? Yes, it's the war on drugs. Now I'm not 
a user, nor do I advocate the use of drugs. What I'm 
concerned with is why there's so little of my tax money 
left for roads and schools and such. And who is getting 
rich from this 35 plus year war? 
Let's think 1920s. The drug then was alcohol. Because 
it was illegal, we got the likes of Al Capone and Pretty 
Boy Floyd. Now we have The Crips and the Bloods. 
Prohibition only brought out the gangsters then and it's 
doing/done the same now. Las Vegas was built to 
launder the mob's money by the likes of Lucky Luciano 
and now it's the offshore banks, and there's signs that 
a lot of rich politicians use them. 
Making something illegal that people want only does 
two things, it brings out the crooks and it costs you and 
me. You can't legislate morality. This is another lost 
war, but we're still fighting it. How much is it costing in 
burglaries and muggings? theft and murder? All to pay 
'street price', which is marked up  90% just because of 
this war on drugs. 
Now the big question, how many politicians have their 
hand in the cookie jar? 
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Are we in Afghanistan to find a terrorist or to protect 
next years crop? How much drug money is kicked 
back to corrupt politicians? (The same ones who want 
the war stepped up so the prices can stay 50 to 100 
times higher than it would cost if drugs were sold 
under the same regulations as liquor.)How many 
schools and roads and kindergarten lunches are we 
losing to this fake war? 
We can be pretty sure that the very leadership  in the 
highest offices of the land are involved. Think back to 
a place called Mena, Arkansas. Who was the top  dog 
then? And who may be back in business in 2008? But 
this isn't a Republican/Democrat question. Doesn't this 
seem to be more bipartisan than that? 
So take a look, and tell me I'm seeing things. It's worth 
a little thought on your part, after all, it's your money. 
Do you really want to get scammed for another 35 
years? 
ref1) National Drug Control Strategy-FY2004 Budget 
Summary 
Office of National Drug Control Policy
Link to thread: ...thread279713/pg1

What's up with Denver 
Airport??
Created by: FlyersFan on April 8, flags: 19, replies: 64
I'm not sure if this is New World Order or Secret 
Societies or UFO/Reptilian or whatever. Everything - 
even paranormal studies due to ghosts - seems to be 
involved. 
A discussion we all had in chat a few days ago lead 
me to build this thread. 
(links removed,  visit  the thread for external references) – 4.8 
Billion to build. 53 Square miles. 
Rumors – The NWO and/or Masons made sure the 
Denver Airport was built and that it was built in a 
certain way, because they are expecting mass 
destruction of the Earth by comet impact and this 
airport is expected to play a roll in that time period.. 
Also – MJ-12 is involved. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Denver airport houses a massive underground 
complex. Is this part of ORPHEUS? NASA’s rumored 
underground bunker complexes for ‘the specially 
chosen’?? 
NOTE – I had a link to a video of the underground 
complex. When I clicked on the link it said ‘protected’ 
and then my computer wouldn’t pick up  the link and I 
got kicked off. I can’t find that link anymore …. 
Mmmmmmmm 
The occult and secret society symbolism is rampant in 
the airport. Some say the runways seem to form 
swastika patterns. I don’t see it, but some do. 

(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
These are supposed to be photos of the runways, but I 
don’t think they look quite right. 
EXCELLENT VIEWING  - (links removed, visit the thread 
for external references) This youtube has a better picture 
of the ‘nazi symbols’ in the runways and everything 
else. 
Then there are the murals and the Masonic symbols. 
One mural shows the destruction of a city and forest. 
Another shows a small girl holding a Mayan tablet that 
predicts the end of the world. The artists who created 
the designs state that they were told to design them to 
specific themes and images (*source – Conspiracy 
Files by Southwell and Twist). The commission of the 
murals is said to possibly have been made by the wife 
of the Mayor of Denver, Wilma Webb. It is said that 
she was part of a semi-secret (if it was fully secret we 
wouldn’t have heard about it) Masonic dedication at 
the airport and afterwards was appointed to the 
Department of Labor by President Clinton. “The Great 
Hall’ has the Nazi mystical Black Sun in the floor and 
there is a Masonic Capstone in airport The Great Hall 
as well. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Don’t’ forget, Air Force Space Command (they control 
the Milstar satellite communications systems which 
links mobile ground forces, ships, subs, and aircraft) is 
at Schriever Air Force Base which is rather close to 
Denver International Airport. This is at a high altitude – 
resistant to many types of disaster and able to create 
safe underground buildings. Air Force Space 
Command operates communications on super-high 
frequencies and runs the Defense Support Program 
satellites – part of our early warning system. 
Early warning - from war attacks. ... or comets ... or 
UFOs ... and it's right near the airport. hmmmmm 
Most of the locals didn’t want the airport built. Clinton 
administration officials may have used their influence 
to get the work done. In the book Defrauding America, 
Rodney Stitch claims to have a tape showing a CIA 
agent paying the mayor of Denver to get the airport 
built. I wasn’t able to find a copy of this tape anywhere. 
There are numerous books that restate his claim, but 
none of the books (or internet sites that I saw) show it.
Interesting thing about Denver Airport is that the site 
was originally a Native American Indian burial ground. 
It is said that the mayor of Denver had to meet with the 
tribal leaders in order to gain permission and to 
appease the spirits of the dead who had their bodies 
moved in order to built the airport. The Teepee tent 
design of the airport is alleged to have been made in 
order to appease the spirits of the dead Indians who 
were buried there. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
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Some say the tents are supposed to be ‘the Rocky 
Mountains’. But honestly – they look more like Indian 
Teepees to me. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) of 
this site you will find a short discussion about psychics 
and ‘dark energy’ from Denver Airport. 
So .. when the great earthquake that is prophesied rips 
America into two – will Denver become the capital of 
(what is left of) the Western part of the US? Is this part 
of that prophecy? 
Side Note – It is said that Queen Elizabeth II has 
recently bought property in Colorado but has done so 
clandestinely using false front business. (* source – 
Conspiracy Files, by Southwell and Twist). Does this 
bring in the (alleged) British Royal Family/Reptilian 
twist? 
*** BTW – the (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references) will be in … (drum roll) DENVER this year! 
August – for anyone interested. 
Other Sources – 
Whistle Blower (links removed, visit the thread for external 
references) (who ‘committed suicide’ after telling all ) 
Conspiracy Files – by Southwell and Twist 
The Element Encyclopedia of Secret Societies – by 
John Michael Greer 
Defrauding America by Rodney Stitch 
To be fair – someone tried to start a thread on this 4 
years ago. It didn’t get very far. Let’s see if we can 
REALLY dig into this now!! 
Link to thread: ...thread276843/pg1

Someone is shooting up 
NASA..
Created by: Royal76 on April 20, flags: 19, replies: 58
Can't find anything on the WEB about it but I just saw 
on CNN that They have evacuated a couple of 
buildings because someone was shooting. I will 
update when I get something. 
Building 44 is where they are saying. Suspect is hold 
up  in an office. Cops are fixing to possibly breach. 
Suspect holding up on 2nd floor. 
original KHOU.com 
JSC building evacuated after report of man with 
weapon 
02:34 PM CDT on Friday, April 20, 2007 
By Michelle Homer / KHOU.com 
A building at the Johnson Space Center was 
evacuated Friday afternoon after a report that a man 
with a weapon was inside. 
"A person with a weapon was in Building 44," 
confirmed NASA spokesperson Kylie Clem. 
NASA security responded and HPD was called. 

More than 15 police cars could be seen outside the 
building from Air 11. 
HPD is also sending SWAT. 
At least one ambulance was also sent to the scene, 
but there have been no reports of injuries so far. 
Building 44 houses the communications and 
engineering departments. Clem couldn't say for certain 
how many employees worked in the building. Several 
workers could be seen standing outside the building. 
[edit on 20-4-2007 by Royal76]
Link to thread: ...thread278851/pg1

Amazing footage - UFO Fleet - 
April 25th
Created by: Navieko on April 27, flags: 19, replies: 150
Pretty sure it hasn't been posted about on ATS yet, 
only been added up on youtube on the 27th. 
I have to say this is perhaps one of the most 
interesting footage I have ever seen of UFO's. 
What seems to be many UFO's flying up  in the sky, at 
daytime. We can rule out the possibility of them being 
balloons or birds, because of the flight patterns. While 
one object is clearly stationary, 2 others fly in a perfect 
line straight across it at very high speeds. Theres no 
way I can see them being balloons or birds... I'll let you 
judge for yourself. 
edit: don't know how to imbed, if someone could 
please do it for me. 
Here's the link. 
[edit on 27/4/07 by Navieko]
Link to thread: ...thread280023/pg1

Honey Bees Disappearance 
in US Mystery UPDATE
Created by: greatlakes on April 7, flags: 18, replies: 49
So where have all the bees gone? 
+++mod edit to remove link to flag this thread+++ 
"by Jean-Louis Santini Fri Apr 6, 10:54 PM ET 
WASHINGTON (AFP) - US beekeepers have been 
stung in recent months by the mysterious 
disappearance of millions of bees threatening honey 
supplies as well as crops which depend on the insects 
for pollination. 
Bee numbers on parts of the east coast and in Texas 
have fallen by more than 70 percent, while California 
has seen colonies drop by 30 to 60 percent." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 7-4-2007 by greatlakes] 
[edit on 3-5-2007 by DontTreadOnMe]
Link to thread: ...thread276766/pg1
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Alien Evidence Found On 
Google Earth For All To See!!!
Created by: Shadoww on April 12, flags: 18, replies: 331
Check this out that i found on Google Earth... 
Looks to me like Alien Activity.... The Tube coming out 
of the ground looks Bizarre.. 
And mad type of craft in centre.. 
What you think guys, looks very weird to me??? 
Also if you find it look around the local area... 
Much strange #... 
Unreal. 
Link to thread: ...thread277574/pg1

Proposed ATS paranormal 
project. Create a 
Thoughtform
Created by: TheBandit795 on April 18, flags: 18, replies: 110
I've decided that I'm going to attempt to create a 
thoughtform again soon. But with much more effort 
than I did before, and I keep  it alive instead of letting it 
die (by not bothering with it) like I did with the earlier 
ones. 
Perhaps with your help  I can do it much easier. There 
are members here who can draw very good, so that 
may also be of some help. 
As for what it will do: I'm thinking of some possibilities 
(but have a preference for the first one at the moment). 
One is to help  enhance concentration and focus to an 
extreme high level (being in the zone), to give you a 
state of being the opposite of of having attention deficit 
disorder. 
Another possibility is one to heal physical and mental 
diseases. 
Another possibility is one to help  increase physical 
wealth and greatly enhance financial success in any 
financial venture taken. 
So the model could be a drawing with tools to do his 
job; it can be humanoid, animal-like or symbol-like. 
It could hopefully be an extremely powerful egregore if 
members agree to help me create it. 
Btw... We can also strengthen the existing one on ATS 
to be more powerful in making the message happen 
that it was created to be a model for. (Guess which I 
mean? ) 
[edit on 19-4-2007 by TheBandit795]
Link to thread: ...thread278457/pg1

U.S. Erects Baghdad Wall to 
Keep Sects Apart
Created by: JacKatMtn on April 21, flags: 18, replies: 67
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"BAGHDAD, April 20 — American military 
commanders in Baghdad are trying a radical new 
strategy to quell the widening sectarian violence by 
building a 12-foot-high, three-mile-long wall separating 
a historic Sunni enclave from Shiite neighborhoods. 
Soldiers in the Adhamiya district of northern Baghdad, 
a Sunni Arab  stronghold, began construction of the 
wall last week and expect to finish it within a month. 
Iraqi Army soldiers would then control movement 
through a few checkpoints. The wall has already 
drawn intense criticism from residents of the 
neighborhood, who say that it will increase sectarian 
tensions and that it is part of a plan by the Shiite-led 
Iraqi government to box in the minority Sunnis. 
A doctor in Adhamiya, Abu Hassan, said the wall would 
transform the residents into caged animals. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread278960/pg1

Microsoft Vista Hidden 
Agenda Exposed-
Created by: esecallum on April 4, flags: 17, replies: 94
Above url details the huge hidden agenda and cost of 
Vista. 
You are all going to get a terrible shock over the next 
few years. 
I am pleased to say I will not have these problems as I 
have no intention of upgradig to Vista ever. 
I use windows Me and may upgrade to windows 2003 
configured for desktops. 
[edit on 4-4-2007 by esecallum]
Link to thread: ...thread276210/pg1

UFO Over Bexhill / Hastings 
UK Right Now
Created by: Ahtze on April 8, flags: 17, replies: 84
Quite large silver cigar shaped object. Has been 
hovering overhead for about half hour. Don't have a 
camcorder, but took some photos. Its still up  there if 
anyone in the region has a camcorder.
Link to thread: ...thread276795/pg1
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Starchild Forensic 
Reconstruction.
Created by: tommychaos on April 24, flags: 17, replies: 67
I just did the forensic reconstruction on The Starchild 
for Lloyd Pye. I am an artist, and now a forensic 
sculptor. 
I thought I would share pictures, to see what kind of 
impressions you all might have of the face, and 
accuracy. 
Thanks 
Tommy Allison 
Mad Robot Studios 
www.comicspace.com/madrobotommy 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Link to thread: ...thread279539/pg1

I thought the US was the land 
of the free.
Created by: piacenza on April 13, flags: 17, replies: 137
Check the treatment those guys received on NYC for 
trying to express their opinions. 
Its really getting close to real fascism. 
I never thought I would watch something like this from 
the US. 
Any other country in the world yes but not the US 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
(visit the thread to view linked videos) 
[edit on 13-4-2007 by piacenza] 
````````````````````` 
mod edit - title spelling 
[edit on 13/4/07 by masqua]
Link to thread: ...thread277800/pg1

SPECIAL: The Truth About 
America's Domestic 
Disarmament Policy
Created by: Justin Oldham on April 24, flags: 17, replies: 58
Email Newsletter Special Feature, 
By Justin Oldham 
Since 1994, politicians and bureaucrats within the 
Federal government have been implementing a clearly 
defined domestic disarmament policy that is designed 
to further the long term goal of centralized power. The 
overall trend in government growth at the Federal level 

has been a deliberately generated and sustained 
effort. 
Incremental gun control has been implemented as an 
understated policy since the early 1970's. Public 
officials at all levels seem to be thinking ahead. their 
intent seems clear. To achieve total power, they must 
do more than legislate to their advantage. They need 
to make sure that the general public can't contested 
their actions by a successful insurrection or revolt. 
History shows us that a disarmed population makes for 
a docile and politically compliant society. 
House Resolution 1022 was introduced by 
Representative Carolyn McCarthy (D-N.Y.) in February 
of 2007. Titled, "Assault Weapons Ban And Law 
Enforcement Protection Act of 2007," this revised 1994 
law would impose drastic restrictions on sales and 
ownership  of all firearms, regardless of type. This bill 
and its aggressive language represent a renewed 
effort on the part of social and political forces that 
maneuver behind-the-scenes to promote central 
authority. It's the next step  in their domestic 
disarmament policy. 
Points of contention: 
a. The specific makes and models prohibited by name 
under this law has been greatly expanded when 
compared to list of guns to be banned in the original 
1994 law. 
b. The revised law expands the definition of what it 
means for a weapon to be "semi-automatic." the end 
result seems to be an effort to include makes and 
models of guns that simple look like they might be 
military-grade weapons. 
c. Under the terms of this law, all sales of large 
capacity magazines will be forbidden. Please note that 
the law defines a large capacity magazine as being 
anything that loads more than five rounds. Private 
sales of designated assault weapons are also 
prohibited. Conversion kits will be outlawed. 
d. If you own a post 1994 ban firearm, you will not be 
allowed own a pistol grip  or barrel shroud that would 
cause the weapon to resemble a known military 
variant. 
e. Complicated language buried deep  inside the bill 
authorizes the U.S. Attorney General to be "the 
decider" of what is and is not a semi-automatic or 
military-grade firearm. The insinuation is that because 
all guns have their basis in military design, all guns 
could fall under the A.G. authority to classify and ban. 
In today's uncertain world, Federal officials at all levels 
stress compliance and conformity in the face of trans-
national terrorism. Americans are no longer 
encouraged to be observant and brave. We're told to 
be non-confrontational while we wait for official help 
from sanctioned government agencies. The creeping 
conspiracy of growing government power attacks us 
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from many different directions. Future Federal firearms 
policy seems destined to dispute and destroy our 
second amendment traditions whether we like it or not. 
The strongest argument put forward by pro-Federalist 
gun control advocates rests on the assertion that the 
second amendment is a provisional law, subject to the 
interpretations of State laws which are in turn 
subordinate to Federal law. It's that subordination to 
Federal authority that gun control advocates rely on to 
push legislation like HR 1022. 
Federalism has been alive and well in America since 
the Constitution was ratified (1789). for more than 230 
years, many of our best thinkers have wrestled with 
the question of State's rights and the implied 
supremacy of the Federal government which some say 
can be found in the finer language of the Constitution 
itself. 
Anti-Federalist forces have been fighting a losing 
battle on all fronts since the end of the Civil War 
(1861-1865). 21st Century political theorists are in 
general agreement that organized advocacy for small 
and efficient government is dead, as a form of 
national-level political ideology. The mid-term election 
results of 2006 lend credibility to the notion that 
Republicanism is no longer a force to be reckoned 
with. 
Recent trends in legislation suggest that the 
conspirators who have sought to disarm the American 
people may now operate in the open as legitimate 
advocates for their point of view. As a political agenda 
item that makes the leap  from plot to program, we 
should expect that HR 1022 will be the first of many 
pieces of legislation enacted to finalize the process of 
population control. 
A brief examination of the "gun control time line," 
which is an online resource provided by the Federal 
government, will provide the casual researcher with a 
basis for understanding the scope, scale, and 
legislative rhythm that has been employed up 'til now. 
(see, additional news links) McCarthy's "new" assault 
weapons ban would build on every legal precedent 
that has come before it. As conspiracies go, this one is 
about as real as they come. 
With anti-Federalist forces in disarray, there are no 
organized political groups or special interests in 
existence at this time which could or would offer 
serious resistance to this long-term policy. As an 
author, I find myself in slim company when it comes to 
stating a coherent opposition to this not-so-hidden 
agenda. Federal officials have a long-standing tradition 
of retaining political and legislative power. They very 
seldom if ever give back any of the authority they have 
taken. 
House Resolution 1022 embodies every hostile legal 
maneuver that has come before it. It signals the start 

of a new phase in a much larger plan, and its long-
term implications are not hard to guess at. This isn't 
plausible protection. It's premeditated, preemptive, and 
prescribed as "necessary" for the benefit of a chosen 
few. 
Related Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Link to thread: ...thread279453/pg1

Billy Meier UFO Contact Hoax
(?) Discussion (was raygun 
pics)
Created by: Gazrok on April 12, flags: 16, replies: 1431
Wow, forgot I had these.... 
They're pretty hillarious, but since I found them while 
going through some pics, figured I'd share them... I'll 
provide more commentary on them soon, but I will say 
that they were confirmed to be genuine Billy pics by 
Michael Horn.... 
Notice that the "alien" in the pic (in the stylish gold foil 
suit) has 5 fingers, not the 6 later claimed by Billy, and 
his much lauded "handprint" on the car, etc. Why 
people still believe this guy is anyone's guess, but he 
damns himself with his very own schtick.... 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
[edit on 12-4-2007 by Gazrok] 
[edit on 9-5-2007 by SkepicOverlord]
Link to thread: ...thread277472/pg1

Fox News- How to prepare for 
an Alien Invasion
Created by: observe50 on April 27, flags: 16, replies: 63
OMG, I just turned on Fox News at 2:00 and as they 
were telling what was going to be on that news hour 
the newswomen said, (as the words were coming up 
on the screen) 
"How to prepare for an alien invasion." She said yes, 
you heard that right "How to prepare for an Alien 
Invasion." 
I was shocked so I am watching to see what comes up 
this hour. As soon as I hear I'll be back letting you 
know, sounds interesting wonder what they have up 
there sleeve.
Link to thread: ...thread279963/pg1
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Semi Transparent UFO!
Created by: -ufo- on April 29, flags: 16, replies: 102
TAKE A LOOK AT THIS! 
Today, I glanced out of my bedroom window, and I saw 
this orb, that blended with the sky, hovering slowly 
North. I freaked out, and couldn't take my eyes off of it, 
it was really camoflauged into the sky, almost like it 
was bending light. I finaly ran and grabbed my 
roomates camera and I took this picture. 
...then I zoomed in and took this!! 
I didn't notice untill I uploaded to my computer, that the 
close up  of the object shows a real faint purple spot in 
the middle of it. What the heck?? 
This is the most out of this world thing I have ever 
seen!
Link to thread: ...thread280281/pg1

IMPORTANT: Former CIA 
Director George Tenet on 
CNN's Larry King Live tonight! 
(Monday 4/30/07)
Created by: classified material on April 30, flags: 16, replies: 
49
Former CIA Director George Tenet will be the guest on 
CNN's Larry King Live tonight at 9pm (EST). 
This could be our chance to ask a former CIA director 
about UFOs live on air! They just did a promotion on 
CNN for the show and they said Larry King will be 
taking calls from the public tonight. 
Keep  in mind I called in and asked Bill Maher (political 
comedian) about his thoughts on UFOs which I still 
have a VHS tape of. It is possible to get through! 
This thread is to inform everyone of the phone number 
to call. Start calling in around 8:45pm and press redial 
as fast as you can each time you hear the busy signal 
until you get through. 
Once you get through they will ask for your name, 
what state you're calling from, and what your question 
for George Tenet is. 
I WILL BE DOING THIS AS WELL TONIGHT! 
The toll-free number to call is 1-800-676-2100 
Please flag this thread and I look forward to hearing 
someone from ATS ask George Tenet about 
UFOs...that is unless it's me! :hey: 
[edit on 30-4-2007 by classified material]
Link to thread: ...thread280380/pg1

No Evidence That Global 
Warming is manmade
Created by: TheAvenger on April 2, flags: 15, replies: 533
The link below is a lecture that disagrees with 
anthropogenic global warming, as do I. This lecture is 
by Dr. Art Robinson at the Oregon Institute of Science 
and Medicine. I am a scientist and a signer of the 
Oregon Petition. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 4/2/2007 by TheAvenger]
Link to thread: ...thread275776/pg1

JFK Murder Plot "Deathbed 
Confession" Aired On 
National Radio
Created by: shrunkensimon on April 30, flags: 15, replies: 30
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The "deathbed confession" audio tape in which 
former CIA agent and Watergate conspirator E. 
Howard Hunt admits he was approached to be part of 
a CIA assassination team to kill JFK was aired this 
weekend - an astounding development that has gone 
completely ignored by the establishment media. 
Hunt said that his father had mailed cassette the tape 
to him alone in January 2004 and asked that it be 
released after his death."(visit the link for the full news 
article)
Link to thread: ...thread280353/pg1

Professor that Critisized Bush 
Added to Terrorist Watch List
Created by: elderban on April 9, flags: 15, replies: 76
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A top Constitutional scholar from Princeton who gave 
a televised speech that slammed President George W. 
Bush's executive overreach was recently told that he 
had been added to the Transportation Security 
Administration's terrorist watch list. He shared his 
experience this weekend at the law blog 
Balkinization."(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread277064/pg1
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David Adair - Rocket Scientist 
Claims He Touched Living UFO 
at Area 51
Created by: DarkOps on April 9, flags: 15, replies: 90
Anyone have info on whether this guy is bunk or not? 
Entertaining story if nothing else. 
[edit on 9-4-2007 by DarkOps]
Link to thread: ...thread277058/pg1

FDA plans to reclassify all 
vitamins, supplements, herbs 
and juices as FDA-regulated 
drugs
Created by: annestacey on April 11, flags: 15, replies: 33
Ok people... this is getting VERY serious! This move 
will eliminate nutritional supplements and natural 
medicine from the United States, ensuring monopoly 
profits and control by drug companies and the FDA. 
The FDA is accepting public comments on the docket 
until April 30th. 
What will happen: 
Vegetable juice will be regulated as a drug. Raw juice 
retreats will be raided or shut down. 
Therapeutic tea products, such as green tea, will be 
outlawed and confiscated. 
Therapeutic tea products, such as green tea, will be 
outlawed and confiscated. 
Growing and selling common garden herbs will get you 
arrested as a drug dealer. 
Vitamin store owners will be arrested and prosecuted 
for "practicing medicine without a license." 
Raw sprouts and other anti-cancer foods will be 
regulated as drugs. 
Citizens owning personal inventories of "unapproved 
drugs" (vitamins and herbs) may have their homes 
raided at gunpoint and their inventories confiscated by 
armed law enforcement agents.
A new FDA "guidance" document, published on the 
FDA's website, reveals plans to reclassify virtually all 
vitamins, supplements, herbs and even vegetable 
juices as FDA-regulated drugs. Massage oils and 
massage rocks will be classified as "medical devices" 
and require FDA approval. The document is called 
Docket No. 2006D-0480. Draft Guidance for Industry 
on Complementary and Alternative Medicine Products 
and Their Regulation by the Food and Drug 
Administration.

It is crucial that you take action to post your comments 
with the FDA right now and write your representatives 
in Washington to put a stop  to this outrageous effort to 
destroy natural medicine. 
Source: (links removed,  visit  the thread for external 
references) 
The website link listed above contains instructions on 
exactly how to submit your complaint. 
[edit on 11-4-2007 by annestacey]
Link to thread: ...thread277390/pg1

Autism - It's Hit My Home.
Created by: lombozo on April 13, flags: 15, replies: 102
Autism. It is said that it effects 1 out of every 150 
children. Staggering. 
My entire world, my 4 year old son, has just been 
diagnosed as Autistic. I don't want this as a boo-hoo, 
poor lombozo thread. He is fully functioning. Highly 
intelligent, I mean off the charts intelligent. His 
vocabulary is astounding for a four year old. He's just 
wired a little differently. It would be impossible to love 
him any more than I already do. 
OK, I've done ALOT of research, but I would just like to 
get some feedback from any of you that are actually 
living through it. 
I look forward to sharing with everyone on this. 
[edit on 13-4-2007 by lombozo] 
[edit on 13-4-2007 by lombozo]
Link to thread: ...thread277730/pg1

NASA releases new close up 
of Mars Face
Created by: jbondo on April 16, flags: 15, replies: 130
I don't know if this has been covered but just in case, 
NASA has released new high res photos of the Mars 
Face. 
"NASA has released the new ultra high resolution 
pictures of the "face on Mars." For just a little bit of 
background, In 1979, scientists studying pictures of 
the Martian surface noticed that on the Cydonian plain, 
there stood out, what seemed to plainly be, a giant 
face staring out into space. Over the years, scientist 
Richard Hoagland has studied a series of NASA 
images. Richard and other investigators have 
postulated that this face is in fact, ancient architecture 
fallen into ruin. This structure is one square mile in 
size, and part of a larger complex which appears to be 
an ancient Martian city, all fallen into ruins."
Link to thread: ...thread278111/pg1
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5.4 Earthquake in Kent
Created by: infinite on April 28, flags: 15, replies: 150
I have just been woken up  after my bed has just 
moved quite rapidly for about 4 seconds, my Dad 
came upstairs after he said the sofa moved too. 
neighbours has phoned to ask if we have felt the same 
thing 
Someone has mailed into the BBC, from Ashford (near 
me) to report the same thing too. 
Any UK members experienced the same? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
An earthquake with a magnitude of at least 4.7 has 
shaken southern England. 
The quake struck at 8.18am, 15 miles south of 
Canterbury and at least 4.4 miles deep. 
The European monitoring station said the magnitude 
of the quake was 5.0. 
Kent Fire Brigade initially said that the tremor had 
been caused by an explosion in Folkestone. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 28-4-2007 by infinite]
Link to thread: ...thread280058/pg1

The BEE smoking gun
Created by: cpdaman on April 22, flags: 15, replies: 126
The Bee's smoking gun 
now i don't have all the answers, wether all of this or 
only parts of this ring true to you, you can deny it or 
address i dont care, but just ask yourself is this worth 
researching a little bit more 
the bee's are dying off rather rapidly and it seems to 
be a problem focused in the united states that is 
spreading over to europe and becoming worse 
it appears there are a few players that fit into this ( my 
biggest fear is that no one realizes until the food 
supply is in grave danger) 
electromagnetic radiation in the same frequecny range 
as the bees (220 ish) appears to be a place to look for 
the reason bee's may be unable to return to the hive 
as the communication necessary between bee's 
returning to the hive becomes disrupted by 
electromagnetic radiation 
emf waves are seeming to override the bees ( if not 
the birds as well) communication systems and the emf 
waves are being sent out from HAARP facilities, cell 
phone towers (as well as cellphones changing to 
digital emissions instead of analog with some 
technologies happenning to pulse at a similiar 
frequency 220 as the bees) as well as the chemtrails 
spraying aluminum and barium and coating everything 
in this toxic conductive metal spray. 

the obivous should be that whatever is going on and 
whatever the indiviual or collective reasons may be for 
the bee's dying it shows that there is something going 
on that we can't see that we need to figure out or 
as einstein said if the bee's would die out mankind 
would have four years to live 
now enter monsanto engineered seeds and the the 
gov't now has the means to more closely control the 
world's food supply, which will give alot of the 
dissenters a reason to think twice about NOT 
accepting the microchip  (because they may need it to 
eat food) 
couple that with there PR campain to microchip  the 
population ( which will be introduced in some 
manufactured problem , reaction (viola) solution) 
coupled with the creative marketing of low lifes (get the 
microchip  it will help  stop missing children?(not so 
much)/ it will make your life convenient) probably not 
even aware of the ways microchips will be used for 
behavior modification as well. and behavior 
modification is shrouded in secrecy 
thankfully the veil is lifting and consciousness is 
becoming more aware and able to see through the 
nefarious intentions of the power hungry elite
Link to thread: ...thread279091/pg1

Mystery Object Orbits Earth 
Now
Created by: misterfantastic on April 23, flags: 15, replies: 93
NASA has revealed there is something odd circling our 
planet. The object is 60 feet long, and rotates once 
every minute or so and was first spotted by amateur 
astronomer Bill Yeung. Since then the object has been 
known as J002E3. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Some scientists say its the third stage of a space 
shuttle. Some scientits say its a ufo, because, indeeed 
they can NOT confirm what the object is. 
What do you think it is? 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 23-4-2007 by misterfantastic]
Link to thread: ...thread279161/pg1
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7.6 Earthquake in the South 
Pacific
Created by: infinite on April 1, flags: 14, replies: 82
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A tsunami warning has been issued after an 
earthquake with a preliminary magniture of 7.6 hit the 
South Pacific Ocean. 
The earthquake struck around 200 miles from the 
Solomon Islands at 2040 GMT. 
It struck around six miles beneath the sea floor. 
The tsunami warning covers the Solomons and Papua 
New Guinea, while there is a tsunami watch for a 
number of other South Pacific countries and 
Hawaii."(visit the link for the full news article) 
[edit on 1-4-2007 by infinite]
Link to thread: ...thread275661/pg1

Gary McKinnon has just lost 
battle to stop extradiction...
Created by: andy1033 on April 3, flags: 14, replies: 162
"The British national, Gary McKinnon, today lost his 
high court bid to avoid extradition to the US for 
allegedly carrying out the "biggest military computer 
hack of all time"." 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
looks like he has lost his battle. like many said here 
and elsewhere, you do not mess with the guys that run 
these things, it could seriously mess up yours and your 
families lifes. 
plenty of people do very stupid things these days, but 
he decided to mess around in really big things, and it 
looks like usa have got him. 
does he have a right to appeal, or does he go straight 
to usa now. 
[edit on 4/3/2007 by andy1033] 
[title] 
[edit on 3-4-2007 by 12m8keall2c]
Link to thread: ...thread275928/pg1

Pet Food Recall Expands;Will 
human food be next?
Created by: strangefires on April 2, flags: 14, replies: 103
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"As pet owners panic and consider how they should 
react to a wide and ever changing pet food recall that 
now includes dog food, cat food and both dog and cat 
treats some are considering if the recall may move 
towards human food. In a Washington Post article it is 

noted that the Food and Drug Administration expanded 
its investigation this weekend to a dry pet-food maker, 
and a Hill's recalled one variety of dry cat food, as the 
mystery of what has sickened and killed an untold 
number of cats and dogs deepened. 
Link to thread: ...thread275768/pg1

Why THEY will be revealed 
soon.
Created by: Vipassana on April 12, flags: 14, replies: 62
Edit: This is an opinion thread and probably belongs in 
the Skunkworks group. 
It is my belief that if the government is hiding the facts 
of alien visitation and technology, that it will soon be 
revealed. This isn't a theory based on grainy videos of 
possible alien craft. No, this theory stems from what 
humans are doing. 
Currently various technologies that will change the 
world are approaching production stages. Of these 
zero point energy and ultraconductors hold great 
promise for transforming the way we live. Early models 
could appear as early NEXT YEAR. Thats right, 2008. 
With such technologies about to come to the forefront, 
tensions are sure to arise among the multi-billion dollar 
oil industry. Will they stand by idly as there industry is 
virtually destroyed? The answer is no. The massive 
military-industrial complex that controls the oil 
companies and alien technologies will be forced to act. 
This may come in the form of a hoaxed alien invasion, 
as suggested by multiple whistle blowers. Such an 
invasion would serve as a major distraction from these 
technologies, and their production would probably end 
in the near term. 
Other factors are playing a role in why they will soon 
be revealed. Public opinion on alien visitation is 
reaching new highs. If things keep  going the way they 
are, it is only a matter of time before more and more 
people start asking questions. 
Other reasons are more basic. For example cameras 
are everywhere now and they are improving. This may 
explain the recent "wave" of sightings. More and more 
videos and pictures are coming to light every week. 
Also, an increasing number of scientists and 
researchers are giving credence to the idea of alien 
visitation. It wont be long before the scientific 
community realizes it can no longer deny that 
something very strange is going on above our heads. 
There are other things too. France recently released 
thousands of documents pertaining to UFOs. Although 
minor, the media seems to be increasing its coverage 
of UFO  related events. New and private firms are 
working on vehicle that would send tourists into space. 
Based on the amount of NASA UFO videos, it would 
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seem likely that eventually one of these tourists will 
see something. Lets not forget other strange indicators 
such as the appearance of indigo children, or the 
mayan calendar and the astronomical alignment of the 
sun with the plain of the galaxy. 
Everyday I see things that would suggest this IS going 
to happen. When do you think aliens will be revealed? 
I would predict that within the next two years 
something major is going down. This is IMMINENT. 
[edit on 12-4-2007 by Vipassana]
Link to thread: ...thread277450/pg1

Holocaust survivor sacrificed 
his life to save students at VT
Created by: MikeboydUS on April 17, flags: 14, replies: 27
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"JERUSALEM - The e-mails from grateful students 
arrived soon after Liviu Librescu was shot to death, 
telling how the Holocaust survivor barricaded the 
doorway of his Virginia Tech classroom and saved 
their lives at the cost of his own. "(visit the link for the 
full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread278295/pg1

VaTech Gunman Contacted 
NBC News During Massacre
Created by: JacKatMtn on April 18, flags: 14, replies: 68
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"BLACKSBURG, Va. - 
Sometime after he killed two people in a dormitory but 
before he slaughtered 30 more in a classroom building 
Monday morning, Cho Seung-Hui sent NBC News a 
rambling communication and videos about his 
grievances, the network said Wednesday. 
Network officials turned the material over to the FBI 
and said they would not immediately disclose its 
contents pending the agency’s review beyond 
characterizing the material as “disturbing.” It included a 
written communication, photographs and video. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Item 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Related ATS News Thread: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 2007/4/18 by JacKatMtn]
Link to thread: ...thread278486/pg1

Amero Agenda Admitted On 
CNBC
Created by: Infoholic on April 23, flags: 14, replies: 67
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"This video highlights a very serious concern which 
none of our media is looking into. The Amero is being 
looked at as the defacto currency of the North 
American Community (or Union). 
(isit the thread to view linked videos)"(visit the link for the 
full news article) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 4/23/2007 by Infoholic]
Link to thread: ...thread279324/pg1

Is the time for secession 
here?
Created by: shai hulud on April 30, flags: 14, replies: 96
It is obvious that there are insurmountable differences 
in certain areas of throughout the United States that 
will never be solved through acts of legislation. The 
states and their rights have become almost 
nonexistant in the face of Federal authority. The 
Constitution is all but ignored the fact that the states 
themselves are sovriegn and they have certain rights 
that the founding fathers ordained them with. 
It is becoming increasingly apparent that Federal rule 
has an agenda to strip  the citizen and the state they 
live in from any self governing authority. They will not 
stop until all fifty states are nothing more that a 
figurehead for revenue to fund their nation building 
kabal they have been so feverently following since the 
American civil war. Spilling American blood and 
resources to instill a US Federal clone government 
abroad with no authority of the states to object is 
treasonous under the original intent of the founding 
fathers. 
The Messiahnic "We know what's right for all of you" 
rant that both parties have pursued for over 150 years 
at the expense of citizens without a real say will end in 
the dissolution of the right of a state to decide the fate 
of its' people. A Patriot is an invaluable resource that 
should not be squandered lightly and I think it is high 
time to reevaluate the relationship  between the citizen 
and the Federal beast that is using the Constitution 
and States' rights to wipe their boots with.
Link to thread: ...thread280342/pg1
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Iran to Release 15 UK Sailors/
Marines
Created by: JacKatMtn on April 4, flags: 13, replies: 170
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad says 15 
British naval personnel captured in the Gulf will be 
freed. 
He repeated allegations that the British sailors and 
marines "invaded" Iranian waters, but said they would 
be freed as a "gift" to Britain. 
He made the announcement at a news conference, in 
which he also awarded medals to the commanders 
who captured the British personnel in the Gulf. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
EDIT:Link to Story thanks asen_y2k ; title 
[edit on 2007/4/4 by JacKatMtn] 
[edit on 4-4-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread276106/pg1

Follower's of Ishmael
Created by: Valhall on April 20, flags: 13, replies: 26
Was Cho's reference to Ishmael a reference to the 
"religion" that is building around Daniel Quinn's series 
of books that discuss the philosophy of the required 
revolutionary "correction" to the human species in 
order to save the world? 
Read about Quinn's Book Ishmael here and ponder on 
the statements of the followers who have posted in his 
guestbook: 
Check out the blog writings another Follower of 
Ishmael 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(Describes himself as "Civilization's Downfall. Servant 
of Secret Fire.") 
Quinn's Ishmael discusses the problems of the 
"civilized" world we live in now as a system of Leavers 
and Takers. New words for the "haves" and the "have 
nots". The Leavers create the Takers by making them 
consumers - dependent on the crumbs left by the 
Leavers - and therefore slaves to the civilized society. 
Quinn's Ishmael is taught in middle schools, high 
schools and colleges across the nation. As you can 
see in this list 
it is taught at Virginia Tech. 
It would be interesting to know if it was also taught at 
Columbine. 
Food for thought.
Link to thread: ...thread278788/pg1

Photo Evidence of US Military 
Psyop [Cho Seung Hui]
Created by: khunmoon on April 21, flags: 13, replies: 128
[headline]Photo Evidence of US Military Psyop [Cho 
Seung Hui] [/headline] 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Where is this photo from ? 
scroll down there 
I guess that's him on the left... 
--- 
the wikipedia photo is now down 
I saved the image and uploaded it here: 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread278952/pg1

John Kerry is Questioned on 
911 Theories
Created by: promomag on April 22, flags: 13, replies: 118
I could be wrong but I don't think anyone has posted 
this yet. Here is John Kerry, being questioned about 
911 theories. 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Link to thread: ...thread279152/pg1

Argentina Claims Falklands 
(again)
Created by: Hellmutt on April 2, flags: 12, replies: 168
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Argentina has renewed its claim over the Falkland 
Islands on the 25th anniversary of invading them - and 
losing a subsequent war with Britain. 
"The Malvinas are Argentine, they always were, they 
always will be," said Argentine Vice-President Daniel 
Scioli, using the Spanish name for the islands. 
[---] 
Last week Argentina unilaterally scrapped an oil and 
gas exploration treaty with the UK."(visit the link for the 
full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread275885/pg1
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Have you seen an 
Unidentified Flying Object?
Created by: antar on April 15, flags: 12, replies: 236
I was wondering how many people here on this board 
have actually seen an unidentified flying object? I have 
seen several in my lifetime, and it is interesting how 
some people have all the luck. Or is it luck? It is not 
easy to have sightings and not be able to prove it. 
Sometimes even seeing something unexplained can 
be debunked if you choose. With time memories fade, 
but interestingly, not with sightings. Once you have 
seen one you don't forget, even when most memories 
have faded the UFO experiences are remembered. At 
least that has been my experience and that of my 
family and friends. I am not talking about abduction on 
this post just sightings of unexplained or explained 
alien ships. I do not care to get into debate over it 
being a government test vehicle or alien technology. It 
does not matter, all awnsers are welcome provided the 
craft you have personally witnessed were beyond the 
current ability of our or any other military's capability.I 
will go mor into detail of past and not so past 
experiences if this thread moves in an interesting 
direction. I have been personally telephoned for 
information in the past reguarding "What I know" and 
so with that said, tell me what you have seen before I 
offer what I have declined to offer in the past. 
mod edit: cap title 
[edit on 6/20/2007 by kinglizard]
Link to thread: ...thread278028/pg1

Popular Mechanics 911 
Debunking was Dismantled & 
Dismembered
Created by: cashlink on April 8, flags: 12, replies: 115
Popular Mechanic's David Cobunu an editor of the 911 
Debunking book was thrashed taken apart, 
dismantled ,Dismembered, laughed off the stage. 
(call it what you want) by the host Charles Goyette 
Radio/show,when he tried to peddle the GOverments 
Popular Mechanics 911 Fairy tail. 
You can listen here, its a Blast! 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 8-4-2007 by cashlink] 
[edit on 8-4-2007 by cashlink] 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 8-4-2007 by DontTreadOnMe]
Link to thread: ...thread276876/pg1

Think Worst-Case Scenario: A 
UFO Hypothesis That's Truly 
Horrifying
Created by: Palasheea on April 11, flags: 12, replies: 68
A few evenings ago, I found a new video series posted 
on U-Tube entitled "UFO  Hypothesis" - Peggy Kane 
(Vol. 1 and 2). I had never heard of her before but after 
googling up her name, I'm to find that there's a lot of 
material on the net about her. 
I started watching the first part of this series and found 
that I could relate to everything that she was saying 
about the electronic voice phenomenon because I too 
have been an EVP recorder for several years now 
(especially over the past 3 yrs). So from the get go, I 
was hooked. 
And like her, I eventually wanted to see if I could 
contact beings who claimed to be from other worlds. 
I'm posting her first short video (each one is only a few 
minutes long) where she talks about some of those 
ET's she contacted via EVP where eventually she was 
to find out from them information about a Reptilian 
Agenda. From there she began to formulate her own 
ET Hypothesis based on her EVP contact information 
on this. 
Here's what it says on her You Tube pages: 
"Ms. Kane is now convinced that a reptilian ET race 
from Orion has taken control of this lower astral realm. 
Her hypothesis also suggests that the reptilian ET 
"gods" colonized our Earth long ago, and continue to 
use Earth humans as a slave race and food source." 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Personally, I find her ET Hypothesis, if true -- horrifying 
to say the least and it's something that I, quite frankly, 
DON'T WANT TO BELIEVE. My mind just 
automatically jolts into neutral or denial mode when 
ever I think about what she's saying here because, just 
like David Ickes' material, it's just too 'over the top' for 
my little brain to wrap around. 
But the problem is, I get these ITC images of what look 
like strange troll/gnome-like beings .. and other type 
beings. Some bear some resemblance to what some 
call Reptilians. Anyway, for now I've decided use John 
Keel's term for them and call them Ultra-terrestrials.
(see image below) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
And in my more recent ITC experiments, I was to find 
out that there are some people out there, when I 
record a movie of them talking in a video on-line 
somewhere, on playback, I see these strange 
frightening etheric overlays of monster-like faces over 
the faces of those individuals I'm recording. 
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So what's going on here? I'm still trying to 'process' 
these images and what they are but I will say, that so 
far, I am not getting the impression that those 'beings' 
who are showing up  in my ITC movies are evil or 
negative (except for those monsterous etheric face 
overlays I get when recording the faces of certain 
individuals shown somewhere in online videos's). Nor 
are my EVP messages from those who are calling 
themselves 'messengers' negative in any way either. 
So at this point in time, I'm thankful that I'm not getting 
the same kind of information that Peggy Kane is 
getting and I hope I never do. 
All I can say is, for me to understand some of her 
conclusions inclusive within her ET hypothesis, I would 
have to listen to her EVP's of those voices in her 
recordings who are giving her information about the 
reptilian agenda to see if I'm hearing what she is in 
them. 
Still I think it's interesting that Undo, who's the OP of 
that fascinating Stargate thread here in this forum, has 
reach some of her own tentative speculations on 
reptilians based on her research and is even going as 
far as saying that maybe there is some truth afterall in 
some of what David Icke has been saying all along. 
But I'm like Undo -- neither one of us really want to 
admit, let alone believe any of his material because it's 
just so DISTURBING. 
Yet here we are, each immersed in our own intellectual 
endeavor to search for the truth where we are finding 
ourselves confronted face to face with information that 
for all practical purposes supports some of what Icke 
has been writing and lecturing about for many years 
now. 
Anyway, like I said, I'm still trying to process those ITC 
images I get of strange alien-like beings. Others in the 
ITC community are getting them too. I don't know, but 
are we to find some answers to our questions about all 
of this by reading over (links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references) Based on Undo's excellent 
research, the words of this scripture are certainly worth 
pondering over. 

[edit on 11-4-2007 by Palasheea]
Link to thread: ...thread277334/pg1

Look to the skies tonight. 
Regroup tomorrow!
Created by: fiftyfifty on April 11, flags: 12, replies: 145
People of ATS I may appear to be a lunatic but look to 
the skies tonight. I had a feeling i was being watched 
and about 30mins after i saw something strange. the 
more of us looking up, the more likely we are to see it. 
Have your cameras ready too. 
I just want you guys to believe that i believe what i am 
saying .. there is something out there tonight 
50/50
Link to thread: ...thread277378/pg1
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As author and reviewer Andy Lloyd says, 
you get the “Encyclopedia Conspiratoria!”
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